
FUNDAMENTAL OF DATABASE SYSTEM

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Database Concepts

 Database models

 Database storage structures

 Indexing

 Locking

 Relational Approach

Definition/Overview:

Overview: A database is a structured collection of records or data that is stored in a computer

system. The structure is achieved by organizing the data according to a database model. The

model in most common use today is the relational model. Other models such as the

hierarchical model and the network model use a more explicit representation of relationships.

An object-relational database (ORD) or object-relational database management system

(ORDBMS) is a database management system (DBMS) similar to a relational database, but

with an object-oriented database model: objects, classes and inheritance are directly

supported in database schemas and in the query language. In addition, it supports extension of

the data model with custom data-types and methods.

Key Points:

1. Database Concepts

An object-relational database can be said to provide a middle ground between relational

databases and object-oriented databases (OODBMS). In object-relational databases, the

approach is essentially that of relational databases: the data resides in the database and is

manipulated collectively with queries in a query language; at the other extreme are

OODBMSes in which the database is essentially a persistent object store for software written

in an object-oriented programming language, with a programming API for storing and

retrieving objects, and little or no specific support for querying.
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1.1 Architecture

Depending on the intended use, there are a number of database architectures in use.

Many databases use a combination of strategies. On-line Transaction Processing

systems (OLTP) often use a row-oriented datastore architecture, while data-

warehouse and other retrieval-focused applications like Google's BigTable, or

bibliographic database (library catalogue) systems may use a Column-oriented DBMS

architecture. Document-Oriented, XML, knowledgebases, as well as frame databases

and RDF-stores (aka triple-stores), may also use a combination of these architectures

in their implementation.

Finally, it should be noted that not all databases have or need a database 'schema' (so

called schema-less databases). Over many years the database industry has been

dominated by General Purpose database systems, which offer a wide range of

functions that are applicable to many, if not most circumstances in modern data

processing. These have been enhanced with extensible datatypes, pioneered in the

PostgreSQL project, to allow a very wide range of applications to be developed.

There are also other types of database which cannot be classified as relational

databases.

1.2 Database management systems

A computer database relies upon software to organize the storage of data. This

software is known as a database management system (DBMS). Database management

systems are categorized according to the database model that they support. The model

tends to determine the query languages that are available to access the database. A

great deal of the internal engineering of a DBMS, however, is independent of the data

model, and is concerned with managing factors such as performance, concurrency,

integrity, and recovery from hardware failures. In these areas there are large

differences between products.

A Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) implements the features of the

relational model outlined above. In this context, Date's "Information Principle" states:

"the entire information content of the database is represented in one and only one
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way. Namely as explicit values in column positions (attributes) and rows in relations

(tuples). Therefore, there are no explicit pointers between related tables."

2. Database models

Various techniques are used to model data structure. Most database systems are built around

one particular data model, although it is increasingly common for products to offer support

for more than one model. For any one logical model various physical implementations may

be possible, and most products will offer the user some level of control in tuning the physical

implementation, since the choices that are made have a significant effect on performance. An

example of this is the relational model: all serious implementations of the relational model

allow the creation of indexes which provide fast access to rows in a table if the values of

certain columns are known.

2.1 Post-relational database models

Products offering a more general data model than the relational model are sometimes

classified as post-relational. The data model in such products incorporates relations

but is not constrained by the Information Principle, which requires that all information

is represented by data values in relations.

Some of these extensions to the relational model actually integrate concepts from

technologies that pre-date the relational model. For example, they allow

representation of a directed graph with trees on the nodes.

Some products implementing such models have been built by extending relational

database systems with non-relational features. Others, however, have arrived in much

the same place by adding relational features to pre-relational systems. Paradoxically,

this allows products that are historically pre-relational, such as PICK and MUMPS, to

make a plausible claim to be post-relational in their current architecture.

2.2 Object database models

In recent years, the object-oriented paradigm has been applied to database technology,

creating a new programming model known as object databases. These databases

attempt to bring the database world and the application programming world closer
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together, in particular by ensuring that the database uses the same type system as the

application program. This aims to avoid the overhead (sometimes referred to as the

impedance mismatch) of converting information between its representation in the

database (for example as rows in tables) and its representation in the application

program (typically as objects). At the same time, object databases attempt to introduce

the key ideas of object programming, such as encapsulation and polymorphism, into

the world of databases.

A variety of these ways have been tried for storing objects in a database. Some

products have approached the problem from the application programming end, by

making the objects manipulated by the program persistent. This also typically requires

the addition of some kind of query language, since conventional programming

languages do not have the ability to find objects based on their information content.

Others have attacked the problem from the database end, by defining an object-

oriented data model for the database, and defining a database programming language

that allows full programming capabilities as well as traditional query facilities.

3. Database storage structures

Relational database tables/indexes are typically stored in memory or on hard disk in one of

many forms, ordered/unordered flat files, ISAM, heaps, hash buckets or B+ trees. These have

various advantages and disadvantages discussed further in the main article on this topic. The

most commonly used are B+ trees and ISAM.

Object databases use a range of storage mechanisms. Some use virtual memory mapped files

to make the native language (C++, Java etc.) objects persistent. This can be highly efficient

but it can make multi-language access more difficult. Others break the objects down into

fixed and varying length components that are then clustered tightly together in fixed sized

blocks on disk and reassembled into the appropriate format either for the client or in the client

address space. Another popular technique is to store the objects in tuples, much like a

relational database, which the database server then reassembles for the clients.

Other important design choices relate to the clustering of data by category (such as grouping

data by month, or location), creating pre-computed views known as materialized views,

partitioning data by range or hash. Memory management and storage topology can be
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important design choices for database designers as well. Just as normalization is used to

reduce storage requirements and improve the extensibility of the database, conversely

denormalization is often used to reduce join complexity and reduce execution time for

queries.

4. Indexing

All of these databases can take advantage of indexing to increase their speed. This technology

has advanced tremendously since its early uses in the 1960s and 1970s. The most common

kind of index is a sorted list of the contents of some particular table column, with pointers to

the row associated with the value. An index allows a set of table rows matching some

criterion to be located quickly. Typically, indexes are also stored in the various forms of data-

structure mentioned above (such as B-trees, hashes, and linked lists). Usually, a specific

technique is chosen by the database designer to increase efficiency in the particular case of

the type of index required.

Most relational DBMS's and some object DBMSs have the advantage that indexes can be

created or dropped without changing existing applications making use of it. The database

chooses between many different strategies based on which one it estimates will run the

fastest. In other words, indexes are transparent to the application or end-user querying the

database; while they affect performance, any SQL command will run with or without index to

compute the result of an SQL statement. The RDBMS will produce a plan of how to execute

the query, which is generated by analyzing the run times of the different algorithms and

selecting the quickest. Some of the key algorithms that deal with joins are nested loop join,

sort-merge join and hash join. Which of these is chosen depends on whether an index exists,

what type it is, and its cardinality.

An index speeds up access to data, but it has disadvantages as well. First, every index

increases the amount of storage on the hard drive necessary for the database file, and second,

the index must be updated each time the data are altered, and this costs time. (Thus an index

saves time in the reading of data, but it costs time in entering and altering data. It thus

depends on the use to which the data are to be put whether an index is on the whole a net plus

or minus in the quest for efficiency.)
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A special case of an index is a primary index, or primary key, which is distinguished in that

the primary index must ensure a unique reference to a record. Often, for this purpose one

simply uses a running index number (ID number). Primary indexes play a significant role in

relational databases, and they can speed up access to data considerably.

5. Locking

Locking is how the database handles multiple concurrent operations. This is how concurrency

and some form of basic integrity is managed within the database system. Such locks can be

applied on a row level, or on other levels like page (a basic data block), extent (multiple array

of pages) or even an entire table. This helps maintain the integrity of the data by ensuring that

only one process at a time can modify the same data.

In basic filesystem files or folders, only one lock at a time can be set, restricting the usage to

one process only. Databases, on the other hand, can set and hold multiple locks at the same

time on the different level of the physical data structure. How locks are set, last is determined

by the database engine locking scheme based on the submitted SQL or transactions by the

users. Generally speaking, no activity on the database should be translated by no or very light

locking.

For most DBMS systems existing on the market, locks are generally shared or exclusive.

Exclusive locks mean that no other lock can acquire the current data object as long as the

exclusive lock lasts. Exclusive locks are usually set while the database needs to change data,

like during an UPDATE or DELETE operation.

Shared locks can take ownership one from the other of the current data structure. Shared

locks are usually used while the database is reading data, during a SELECT operation. The

number, nature of locks and time the lock holds a data block can have a huge impact on the

database performances. Bad locking can lead to disastrous performance response (usually the

result of poor SQL requests, or inadequate database physical structure)

Default locking behavior is enforced by the isolation level of the dataserver. Changing the

isolation level will affect how shared or exclusive locks must be set on the data for the entire

database system. Default isolation is generally 1, where data can not be read while it is

modified, forbidding to return "ghost data" to end user.
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At some point intensive or inappropriate exclusive locking, can lead to the "dead lock"

situation between two locks. Where none of the locks can be released because they try to

acquire resources mutually from each other. The Database has a fail safe mechanism and will

automatically "sacrifice" one of the locks releasing the resource. Doing so processes or

transactions involved in the "dead lock" will be rolled back.

Databases can also be locked for other reasons, like access restrictions for given levels of

user. Some databases are also locked for routine database maintenance, which prevents

changes being made during the maintenance. See "Locking tables and databases" (section in

some documentation / explanation from IBM) for more detail.) However, many modern

databases don't lock the database during routine maintenance. e.g. "Routine Database

Maintenance" for PostgreSQL.

6. Relational Approach

Object-relational database management systems grew out of research that occurred in the

early 1990s. That research extended existing relational database concepts by adding object

concepts. The researchers aimed to retain a declarative query-language based on predicate

calculus as a central component of the architecture. Probably the most notable research

project, Postgres (UC Berkeley), spawned two products tracing their lineage to that research:

Illustra and PostgreSQL.

In the mid-1990s, early commercial products appeared. These included Illustra (Illustra

Information Systems, acquired by Informix Software which was in turn acquired by IBM),

Omniscience (Omniscience Corporation, acquired by Oracle Corporation and became the

original Oracle Lite), and UniSQL (UniSQL, Inc., acquired by KCOMS). Ukrainian

developer Ruslan Zasukhin, founder of Paradigma Software, Inc., developed and shipped the

first version of Valentina database in the mid-1990s as a C++ SDK. By the next decade,

PostgreSQL had become a commercially viable database and is the basis for several products

today which maintain its ORDBMS features. Computer scientists came to refer to these

products as "object-relational database management systems" or ORDBMSs.

Many of the ideas of early object-relational database efforts have largely become

incorporated into SQL:1999. In fact, any product that adheres to the object-oriented aspects

of SQL:1999 could be described as an object-relational database management product. For
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example, IBM's DB2, Oracle database, and Microsoft SQL Server, make claims to support

this technology and do so with varying degrees of success.

One aim for the Object-relational database is to bridge the gap between conceptual data

modeling techniques such as Entity-relationship diagram (ERD) and object-relational

mapping (ORM), which often use classes and inheritance, and relational databases, which do

not directly support them.

Another, related, aim is to bridge the gap between relational databases and the object-oriented

modeling techniques used in programming languages such as Java, C++ or C#. However, a

more popular alternative for achieving such a bridge is to use standard relational database

systems with some form of ORM software.

Whereas traditional RDBMS or SQL-DBMS products focused on the efficient management

of data drawn from a limited set of data-types (defined by the relevant language standards),

an object-relational DBMS allows software-developers to integrate their own types and the

methods that apply to them into the DBMS. ORDBMS technology aims to allow developers

to raise the level of abstraction at which they view the problem domain. This goal is not

universally shared; proponents of relational databases often argue that object-oriented

specification lowers the abstraction level.

Many SQL ORDBMSs on the market today are extensible with user-defined types (UDT)

and custom-written functions (e.g. stored procedures). Some (e.g. Microsoft SQL Server)

allow such functions to be written in object-oriented programming languages, but this by

itself doesn't make them object-oriented databases; in an object-oriented database, object

orientation is a feature of the data model.

Topic : Database Design: Data Modeling And Normalization

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Data modeling
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 Data Modeling: Analysis

 Database normalization

 Denormalization

Definition/Overview:

Overview: Database design is the process of producing a detailed data model of a database.

This logical data model contains all the needed logical and physical design choices and

physical storage parameters needed to generate a design in a Data Definition Language,

which can then be used to create a database. A fully attributed data model contains detailed

attributes for each entity. The term database design can be used to describe many different

parts of the design of an overall database system. Principally, and most correctly, it can be

thought of as the logical design of the base data structures used to store the data. In the

relational model these are the tables and views. In an object database the entities and

relationships map directly to object classes and named relationships. However, the term

database design could also be used to apply to the overall process of designing, not just the

base data structures, but also the forms and queries used as part of the overall database

application within the database management system (DBMS).

Key Points:

1. Data modeling

Data modeling in software engineering is the process of creating a data model by applying

formal data model descriptions using data modeling techniques. Data modeling is a technique

for defining business requirements for a database. It is sometimes called database modeling

because a data model is eventually implemented in a database.

Data modeling is a method used to define and analyze data requirements needed to support

the business processes of an organization. The data requirements are recorded as a conceptual

data model with associated data definitions. Actual implementation of the conceptual model

is called a logical data model. To implement one conceptual data model may require multiple

logical data models. Data modeling defines the relationships between data elements and

structures. Data modeling techniques are used to model data in a standard, consistent,

predictable manner in order to manage it as a resource. The use of this standard is strongly
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recommended for all projects requiring a standard means of defining and analyzing the data

resources within an organization.

2. Data Modeling: Analysis

2.1 Data models

Data models support data and computer systems by providing the definition and

format of data. If this is done consistently across systems then compatibility of data

can be achieved. If the same data structures are used to store and access data then

different applications can share data. The results of this are indicated above. However,

systems and interfaces often cost more than they should, to build, operate, and

maintain. They may also constrain the business rather than support it. A major cause

is that the quality of the data models implemented in systems and interfaces is poor.

Business rules, specific to how things are done in a particular place, are often

fixed in the structure of a data model. This means that small changes in the

way business is conducted lead to large changes in computer systems and

interfaces.

Entity types are often not identified, or incorrectly identified. This can lead to

replication of data, data structure, and functionality, together with the

attendant costs of that duplication in development and maintenance.

Data models for different systems are arbitrarily different. The result of this is

that complex interfaces are required between systems that share data.

These interfaces can account for between 25-70% of the cost of current

systems.

Data cannot be shared electronically with customers and suppliers, because the

structure and meaning of data has not been standardized. For example,

engineering design data and drawings for process plant are still sometimes

exchanged on paper.

The reason for these problems is a lack of standards that will ensure that data

models will both meet business needs and be consistent.

2.2 Conceptual, logical and physical schemes

A data model instance may be one of three kinds according to ANSI in 1975:
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Conceptual schema : describes the semantics of a domain, being the scope of

the model. For example, it may be a model of the interest area of an

organization or industry. This consists of entity classes, representing kinds

of things of significance in the domain, and relationships assertions about

associations between pairs of entity classes. A conceptual schema specifies

the kinds of facts or propositions that can be expressed using the model. In

that sense, it defines the allowed expressions in an artificial 'language' with

a scope that is limited by the scope of the model.

Logical schema : describes the semantics, as represented by a particular data

manipulation technology. This consists of descriptions of tables and

columns, object oriented classes, and XML tags, among other things.

Physical schema : describes the physical means by which data are stored. This

is concerned with partitions, CPUs, tablespaces, and the like.

The significance of this approach, according to ANSI, is that it allows the three

perspectives to be relatively independent of each other. Storage technology can

change without affecting either the logical or the conceptual model. The table/column

structure can change without (necessarily) affecting the conceptual model. In each

case, of course, the structures must remain consistent with the other model. The

table/column structure may be different from a direct translation of the entity classes

and attributes, but it must ultimately carry out the objectives of the conceptual entity

class structure. Early phases of many software development projects emphasize the

design of a conceptual data model. Such a design can be detailed into a logical data

model. In later stages, this model may be translated into physical data model.

However, it is also possible to implement a conceptual model directly.

2.3 Data modeling process

In the context of Business Process Integration, see figure, data modeling will result in

database generation. It complements business process modeling, which results in

application programs to support the business processes.

The actual database design is the process of producing a detailed data model of a

database. This logical data model contains all the needed logical and physical design
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choices and physical storage parameters needed to generate a design in a Data

Definition Language, which can then be used to create a database. A fully attributed

data model contains detailed attributes for each entity. The term database design can

be used to describe many different parts of the design of an overall database system.

Principally, and most correctly, it can be thought of as the logical design of the base

data structures used to store the data. In the relational model these are the tables and

views. In an Object database the entities and relationships map directly to object

classes and named relationships. However, the term database design could also be

used to apply to the overall process of designing, not just the base data structures, but

also the forms and queries used as part of the overall database application within the

Database Management System or DBMS.

In the process system interfaces account for 25% to 70% of the development and

support costs of current systems. The primary reason for this cost is that these systems

do not share a common data model. If data models are developed on a system by

system basis, then not only is the same analysis repeated in overlapping areas, but

further analysis must be performed to create the interfaces between them. Most

systems contain the same basic components, redeveloped for a specific purpose. For

instance the following can use the same basic classification model as a component:

Materials Catalogue,

Product and Brand Specifications,

Equipment specifications.

The same components are redeveloped because we have no way of telling they are the

same thing.

2.4 Modeling methodologies

Data models represent information areas of interest. While there are many ways to

create data models, according to Len Silverston (1997) only two modeling

methodologies stand out, top-down and bottom-up:

Bottom-up models are often the result of a reengineering effort. They usually

start with existing data structures forms, fields on application screens, or

reports. These models are usually physical, application-specific, and
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incomplete from an enterprise perspective. They may not promote data

sharing, especially if they are built without reference to other parts of the

organization.

Top-down logical data models, on the other hand, are created in an abstract

way by getting information from people who know the subject area. A

system may not implement all the entities in a logical model, but the model

serves as a reference point or template.

Sometimes models are created in a mixture of the two methods: by considering the

data needs and structure of an application and by consistently referencing a subject-

area model. Unfortunately, in many environments the distinction between a logical

data model and a physical data model is blurred. In addition, some CASE tools dont

make a distinction between logical and physical data models

2.5 Entity relationship diagrams

There are several notations for data modeling. The actual model is frequently called

"Entity relationship model", because it depicts data in terms of the entities and

relationships described in the data. An entity-relationship model (ERM) is an abstract

conceptual representation of structured data. Entity-relationship modeling is a

relational schema database modeling method, used in software engineering to produce

a type of conceptual data model (or semantic data model) of a system, often a

relational database, and its requirements in a top-down fashion.

These models are being used in the first stage of information system design during the

requirements analysis to describe information needs or the type of information that is

to be stored in a database. The data modeling technique can be used to describe any

ontology (i.e. an overview and classifications of used terms and their relationships)

for a certain universe of discourse i.e. area of interest.

Several techniques have been developed for the design of data models. While these

methodologies guide data modelers in their work, two different people using the same

methodology will often come up with very different results. Most notable are:
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Bachman diagrams

Barker's Notation

Business rules

Data Vault Modeling

Entity-relationship model

Extended BackusNaur form

IDEF1X

Object-relational mapping

Object Role Modeling

Relational Model

2.6 Generic data modeling

Generic data models are generalizations of conventional data models. They define

standardized general relation types, together with the kinds of things that may be

related by such a relation type. The definition of generic data model is similar to the

definition of a natural language. For example, a generic data model may define

relation types such as a 'classification relation', being a binary relation between an

individual thing and a kind of thing (a class) and a 'part-whole relation', being a binary

relation between two things, one with the role of part, the other with the role of whole,

regardless the kind of things that are related.

Given an extensible list of classes, this allows the classification of any individual

thing and to specify part-whole relations for any individual object. By standardization

of an extensible list of relation types, a generic data model enables the expression of

an unlimited number of kinds of facts and will approach the capabilities of natural

languages. Conventional data models, on the other hand, have a fixed and limited

domain scope, because the instantiation (usage) of such a model only allows

expressions of kinds of facts that are predefined in the model.

2.7 Semantic data modeling

The logical data structure of a DBMS, whether hierarchical, network, or relational,

cannot totally satisfy the requirements for a conceptual definition of data because it is

limited in scope and biased toward the implementation strategy employed by the

DBMS.
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Therefore, the need to define data from a conceptual view has led to the development

of semantic data modeling techniques. That is, techniques to define the meaning of

data within the context of its interrelationships with other data. As illustrated in the

figure the real world, in terms of resources, ideas, events, etc., are symbolically

defined within physical data stores. A semantic data model is an abstraction which

defines how the stored symbols relate to the real world. Thus, the model must be a

true representation of the real world. A semantic data model can be used to serve

many purposes, such as:.

Planning of Data Resources

Building of Shareable Databases

Evaluation of Vendor Software

Integration of Existing Databases

The overall goal of semantic data models is to capture more meaning of data by

integrating relational concepts with more powerful abstraction concepts known from

the Artificial Intelligence field. The idea is to provide high level modeling primitives

as integral part of a data model in order to facilitate the representation of real world

situations.

3. Database normalization

In the field of relational database design, normalization is a systematic way of ensuring that a

database structure is suitable for general-purpose querying and free of certain undesirable

characteristicsinsertion, update, and deletion anomaliesthat could lead to a loss of data

integrity. E.F. Codd, the inventor of the relational model, introduced the concept of

normalization and what we now know as the first normal form in 1970. Codd went on to

define the second and third normal forms in 1971; and Codd and Raymond F. Boyce defined

the Boyce-Codd normal form in 1974 . Higher normal forms were defined by other theorists

in subsequent years, the most recent being the sixth normal form introduced by Chris Date,

Hugh Darwen, and Nikos Lorentzos in 2002.

Informally, a relational database table (the computerized representation of a relation) is often

described as "normalized" if it is in the third normal form (3NF). Most 3NF tables are free of

insertion, update, and deletion anomalies, i.e. in most cases 3NF tables adhere to BCNF,

4NF, and 5NF (but typically not 6NF).
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A standard piece of database design guidance is that the designer should begin by fully

normalizing the design, and selectively denormalize only in places where doing so is

absolutely necessary to address performance issues. However, some modeling disciplines,

such as the dimensional modeling approach to data warehouse design, explicitly recommend

non-normalized designs, i.e. designs that in large part do not adhere to 3NF.

4. Denormalization

Databases intended for Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) are typically more normalized

than databases intended for Online Analytical Processing (OLAP). OLTP Applications are

characterized by a high volume of small transactions such as updating a sales record at a

super market checkout counter. The expectation is that each transaction will leave the

database in a consistent state. By contrast, databases intended for OLAP operations are

primarily "read mostly" databases. OLAP applications tend to extract historical data that has

accumulated over a long period of time. For such databases, redundant or "denormalized"

data may facilitate business intelligence applications. Specifically, dimensional tables in a

star schema often contain denormalized data. The denormalized or redundant data must be

carefully controlled during ETL processing, and users should not be permitted to see the data

until it is in a consistent state. The normalized alternative to the star schema is the snowflake

schema. It has never been proven that this denormalization itself provides any increase in

performance, or if the concurrent removal of data constraints is what increases the

performance. In many cases, the need for denormalization has waned as computers and

RDBMS software have become more powerful, but since data volumes have generally

increased along with hardware and software performance, OLAP databases often still use

denormalized schemas.

Denormalization is also used to improve performance on smaller computers as in

computerized cash-registers and mobile devices, since these may use the data for look-up

only (e.g. price lookups). Denormalization may also be used when no RDBMS exists for a

platform (such as Palm), or no changes are to be made to the data and a swift response is

crucial.
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Topic : Oracle 9i: An Overview

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Physical and logical structuring in Oracle

 Database schema

 Internationalization

 Standalone tools

 Market position

Definition/Overview:

Overview: The Oracle9i Database (commonly referred to as Oracle9i RDBMS or simply

Oracle9i) consists of a relational database management system (RDBMS) produced and

marketed by Oracle9i Corporation. As of 2008[update], Oracle9i had become a major

presence in database computing. Larry Ellison and his friends and former co-workers Bob

Miner and Ed Oates started the consultancy Software Development Laboratories (SDL) in

1977. SDL developed the original version of the Oracle9i software. The name Oracle9i

comes from the code-name of a CIA-funded project Ellison had worked on while previously

employed by Ampex.

Key Points:

1. Physical and logical structuring in Oracle9i

An Oracle9i database system identified by an alphanumeric system identifier or SID

comprises at least one instance of the application, along with data storage. An instance

identified persistently by an instantiation number (or activation id:

SYS.V_$DATABASE.ACTIVATION#) comprises a set of operating-system processes and

memory-structures that interact with the storage. Typical processes include PMON (the

process monitor) and SMON (the system monitor).
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Users of Oracle9i databases refer to the server-side memory-structure as the SGA (System

Global Area). The SGA typically holds cache information such as data-buffers, SQL

commands, and user information. In addition to storage, the database consists of online redo

logs (which hold transactional history). Processes can in turn archive the online redo logs into

archive logs (offline redo logs), which provide the basis (if necessary) for data recovery and

for some forms of data replication.

The Oracle9i RDBMS stores data logically in the form of tablespaces and physically in the

form of data files. Tablespaces can contain various types of memory segments, such as Data

Segments, Index Segments, etc. Segments in turn comprise one or more extents. Extents

comprise groups of contiguous data blocks. Data blocks form the basic units of data storage.

At the physical level, datafiles comprise one or more data blocks, where the block size can

vary between data-files.

Oracle9i database management tracks its computer data storage with the help of information

stored in the SYSTEM tablespace. The SYSTEM tablespace contains the data dictionary and

often (by default) indexes and clusters. A data dictionary consists of a special collection of

tables that contains information about all user-objects in the database. Since version 8i, the

Oracle9i RDBMS also supports "locally managed" tablespaces which can store space

management information in bitmaps in their own headers rather than in the SYSTEM

tablespace (as happens with the default "dictionary-managed" tablespaces).

If the Oracle9i database administrator has instituted Oracle9i RAC (Real Application

Clusters), then multiple instances, usually on different servers, attach to a central storage

array. This scenario offers numerous advantages, most importantly performance, scalability

and redundancy. However, support becomes more complex, and many sites do not use RAC.

In version 10g, grid computing has introduced shared resources where an instance can use

(for example) CPU resources from another node (computer) in the grid.

The Oracle9i DBMS can store and execute stored procedures and functions within itself.

PL/SQL (Oracle9i Corporation's proprietary procedural extension to SQL), or the object-

oriented language Java can invoke such code objects and/or provide the programming

structures for writing them.
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2. Database schema

Oracle9i database conventions refer to defined groups of ownership (generally associated

with a "username") as schemas.

Most Oracle9i database installations traditionally come with a default schema called SCOTT.

After the installation process has set up the sample tables, the user can log into the database

with the username scott and the password tiger. The name of the SCOTT schema originated

with Bruce Scott, one of the first employees at Oracle9i (then Software Development

Laboratories), who had a cat named Tiger.

The SCOTT schema has seen less use as it uses few of the features of the more recent

releases of Oracle9i. Most recent examples reference the default HR or OE schemas. Other

default schemas include:

 SYS (essential core database structures and utilities)

 SYSTEM (additional core database structures and utilities, and privileged account)

 OUTLN (utilized to store metadata for stored outlines for stable query-optimizer execution

plans .

 BI, IX, HR, OE, PM, and SH (expanded sample schemas containing more data and structures

than the older SCOTT schema).

3. Internationalization

Oracle9i Database software comes in 63 language-versions (including regional variations

such as American and British). Variations between versions cover the names of days and

months, abbreviations, time-symbols such as A.M. and A.D., and sorting. Oracle9i

Corporation has translated Oracle9i Database error-messages into Arabic, Catalan, Chinese,

Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian,

Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Slovak, Spanish,

Swedish, Thai and Turkish.

Oracle9i Corporation provides database developers with tools and mechanisms for producing

internationalized database applications: referred to internally as "Globalization".
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4. Standalone tools

Various tools address specific environments or specific market requirements. Development of

applications commonly takes place in Java (using Oracle9i JDeveloper) or through PL/SQL

(using, for example, Oracle9i Forms and Oracle9i Reports). Oracle9i Corporation has

started[clarification needed] a drive toward 'wizard'-driven environments with a view to

enabling non-programmers to produce simple data-driven applications.

Oracle9i SQL Developer, a free graphical tool for database development, allows developers

to browse database objects, run SQL statements and SQL scripts, and edit and debug PL/SQL

statements. It incorporates standard and customized reporting.

A list of some of the binaries and scripts supplied by Oracle9i Corporation to operate

with/alongside Oracle9i databases and associated software appears on the Oracle9i

executables web-page..

5. Market position

5.1 Competition

In the market for relational databases, Oracle9i Database competes against

commercial products such as IBM's DB2 UDB and Microsoft SQL Server. Oracle9i

and IBM tend to battle for the mid-range database market on UNIX and Linux

platforms, while Microsoft dominates the mid-range database market on Microsoft

Windows platforms. However, since they share many of the same customers, Oracle9i

and IBM tend to support each other's products in many middleware and application

categories (for example: WebSphere, PeopleSoft, and Siebel Systems CRM), and

IBM's hardware divisions work closely with Oracle9i on performance-optimizing

server-technologies (for example, Linux on zSeries). The two companies have a

relationship perhaps best described as "coopetition". Niche commercial competitors

include Teradata (in data warehousing and business intelligence), Software AG's

ADABAS, Sybase, and IBM's Informix, among many others.

Increasingly, the Oracle9i database products compete against open-source relational

database systems, particularly PostgreSQL, Firebird, and MySQL. Oracle9i acquired

Innobase, supplier of the InnoDB codebase to MySQL, in part to compete better in the
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open source market. Database products developed on the basis of the open-source

model generally cost significantly less to acquire than Oracle9i systems. In 2007,

competition with SAP AG occasioned litigation from Oracle9i Corporation.

5.2 Pricing

Oracle9i Corporation offers term licensing for all Oracle9i products. It bases the list

price for a term-license on a specific percentage of the perpetual license price. As of

March 2006[update], the "Enterprise Edition" of the Oracle9i database costs the most

per machine-processor among Oracle9i database engines. Standard Edition comes

cheaper: it can run on up to 4 processors but has fewer features than Enterprise

Edition it lacks proper parallelization, etc; but remains quite suitable for running

medium-sized applications). Standard ONE edition sells even more cheaply, but

remains limited to 2 CPUs. Standard Edition ONE sells on a per-seat basis with a 5-

user minimum. Oracle9i Corporation usually sells the licenses with an extra 22% cost

for support and upgrades (access to MetaLink - Oracle9i Corporation's support site)

which customers need to renew annually. Oracle9i Express Edition (Oracle9i XE), an

addition to the Oracle9i database product family (beta version released in 2005,

production version released in February 2006), offers a free version of the Oracle9i

RDBMS, but one limited to 4 GB of user data and to 1 GB of RAM. XE will use no

more than one CPU and lacks an internal JVM. As computers running Oracle9i often

have eight or more processors, the software price can rise into the hundreds of

thousands of dollars. The total cost of ownership exceeds this, as Oracle9i databases

usually require experienced and trained database administrators to do the set-up

properly. Because of the product's large installed base and available training courses,

Oracle9i specialists in some areas have become a more abundant resource than those

for more exotic databases. Oracle9i frequently provides special training offers for

database-administrators. On Linux, Oracle9i's certified configurations include mostly

commercial Linux distributions (RedHat EnterpriseLinux 3 and 4, SuSE SLES8 and

9, Asianux) which can cost in a range from a few hundred to a few thousand USD per

year (depending on processor architecture and the support package purchased). One

can avoid paying for those distros by using free alternatives such as any Red Hat

Enterprise Linux derivatives (such as CentOS or White Box Linux). Oracle9i also

runs stable on unsupported distributions.
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Topic : Oracle Tables: Data Definition Language (Ddl)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 SQL

 XML Schema

 Post-Schema-Validation Infoset

 Apache DdlUtils

Definition/Overview:

Overview: A Data Definition Language (DDL) is a computer language for defining data

structures. The term was first introduced in relation to the Codasyl database model, where the

schema of the database was written in a Data Definition Language describing the records,

fields, and "sets" making up the user Data Model. Initially it referred to a subset of SQL, but

is now used in a generic sense to refer to any formal language for describing data or

information structures, like XML schemas.

Key Points:

1. SQL

A subset of SQL's instructions form another 'DDL'. These SQL statements define the

structure of a database, including rows, columns, tables, indexes, and database specifics such

as file locations. DDL SQL statements are more part of the DBMS and have large differences

between the SQL variations. DDL SQL commands include the following:

1.1 CREATE statements

Create - To make a new database, table, index, or stored query. A CREATE statement

in SQL creates an object inside of a relational database management system

(RDBMS). The types of objects that can be created depends on which RDBMS is

being used, but most support the creation of tables, indexes, users, and databases.
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Some systems (such as PostgreSQL) allow CREATE, and other DDL commands,

inside of a transaction and thus they may be rolled back.

1.2 CREATE TABLE

Perhaps the most common CREATE command is the CREATE TABLE command.

The typical usage is:

CREATE [TEMPORARY] TABLE [table name] ( [column definitions] ) [table

parameters].

Column Definitions: A comma-separated list consisting of any of the following

Column definition: [column name] [data type] {NULL | NOT NULL}

{column options}

Primary key definition: PRIMARY KEY ( [comma separated column list])

CONSTRAINTS: {CONSTRAINT} [constraint definition]

RDBMS specific functionality

1.3 DROP statements

Drop - To destroy an existing database, table, index, or view. A DROP statement in

SQL removes an object from a relational database management system (RDBMS).

The types of objects that can be dropped depends on which RDBMS is being used,

but most support the dropping of tables, users, and databases. Some systems (such as

PostgreSQL) allow DROP and other DDL commands to occur inside of a transaction

and thus be rolled back.

2. XML Schema

XML Schema, published as a W3C recommendation in May 2001, is one of several XML

schema languages. It was the first separate schema language for XML to achieve

Recommendation status by the W3C. Like all XML schema languages, XSD can be used to

express a set of rules to which an XML document must conform in order to be considered

'valid' according to that schema. However, unlike most other schema languages, XSD was

also designed with the intent that determination of a document's validity would produce a

collection of information adhering to specific data types. Such a post-validation infoset can
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be useful in the development of XML document processing software, but the schema

language's dependence on specific data types has provoked criticism.

Technically, a schema is an abstract collection of metadata, consisting of a set of schema

components: chiefly element and attribute declarations and complex and simple type

definitions. These components are usually created by processing a collection of schema

documents, which contain the source language definitions of these components. In popular

usage, however, a schema document is often referred to as a schema.

Schema documents are organized by namespace: all the named schema components belong to

a target namespace, and the target namespace is a property of the schema document as a

whole. A schema document may include other schema documents for the same namespace,

and may import schema documents for a different namespace.

When an instance document is validated against a schema (a process known as assessment),

the schema to be used for validation can either be supplied as a parameter to the validation

engine, or it can be referenced directly from the instance document using two special

attributes, xsi:schemaLocation and xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation. (The latter mechanism

requires the client invoking validation to trust the document sufficiently to know that it is

being validated against the correct schema.)

XML Schema Documents usually have the filename extension ".xsd". A unique Internet

Media Type is not yet registered for XSDs, so "application/xml" or "text/xml" should be

used, as per RFC 3023.

3. Post-Schema-Validation Infoset

After XML Schema-based validation, it is possible to express an XML document's structure

and content in terms of the data model that was implicit during validation. The XML Schema

data model includes:

 the vocabulary (element and attribute names)

 the content model (relationships and structure)

 the data types.
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This collection of information is called the Post-Schema-Validation Infoset (PSVI). The

PSVI gives a valid XML document its "type" and facilitates treating the document as an

object, using object-oriented programming (OOP) paradigms.

This particular OOP approach to XML data access was primarily advocated by Microsoft, a

major contributor to the development of XML Schema. Converting an XML document to a

datatype-aware object can be beneficial in some parts of computer software design, but critics

contend that it also undermines openness, a key feature of XML, and that it is biased toward

compatibility with the datatypes native to Microsoft's favored programming languages.

In addition, the limitations inherent to (and caused by) XML Schema datatypes, the

restrictive coupling of those datatypes with the rest of XML Schema, and dependencies on

those datatypes in other W3C specifications are points of contention among a number of

XML software developers

4. Apache DdlUtils

Apache DdlUtils is a small, easy-to-use component for working with Database Definition

(DDL) files. These are XML files that contain the definition of a database schema, e.g. tables

and columns. These files can be fed into DdlUtils via its Ant task or programmatically in

order to create the corresponding database or alter it so that it corresponds to the DDL.

Likewise, DdlUtils can generate a DDL file for an existing database.

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a general-purpose specification for creating

custom markup languages. It is classified as an extensible language, because it allows the

user to define the mark-up elements. XML's purpose is to aid information systems in sharing

structured data, especially via the Internet, to encode documents, and to serialize data; in the

last context, it compares with text-based serialization languages such as JSON and YAML.

XML's set of tools helps developers in creating web pages but its usefulness goes well

beyond that. XML, in combination with other standards, makes it possible to define the

content of a document separately from its formatting, making it easy to reuse that content in

other applications or for other presentation environments. Most importantly, XML provides a

basic syntax that can be used to share information between different kinds of computers,
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different applications, and different organizations without needing to pass through many

layers of conversion.

XML began as a simplified subset of the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML),

meant to be readable by people via semantic constraints; application languages can be

implemented in XML. These include XHTML, RSS, MathML, GraphML, Scalable Vector

Graphics, MusicXML, and others. Moreover, XML is sometimes used as the specification

language for such application languages.

XML is recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). It is a fee-free open

standard. The recommendation specifies lexical grammar and parsing requirements.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Working With Tables: Data Manipulation And Retrieval

Working With Tables: Functions And Grouping

Joins And Set Operators

Topic : Working With Tables: Data Manipulation And Retrieval

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Introduction

 Standardization

 Scope and extensions

 Data definition

Definition/Overview:

Overview: SQL (Structured Query Language) (pronounced /ɛsk'juːˈɛl /) is a database

computer language designed for the retrieval and management of data in relational database
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management systems (RDBMS), database schema creation and modification, and database

object access control management.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

SQL is a programming language for querying and modifying data and managing databases.

SQL was standardized first by the ANSI and later by the ISO. Most database management

systems implement a majority of one of these standards and add their proprietary extensions.

SQL allows the retrieval, insertion, updating, and deletion of data. A database management

system also includes management and administrative functions. Most if not all

implementations also include a command-line interface (SQL/CLI) that allows for the entry

and execution of the language commands, as opposed to only providing an application

programming interface (API) intended for access from a graphical user interface (GUI).

The first version of SQL was developed at IBM by Donald C. Messerly and Raymond F.

Boyce in the early 1970s. This version, initially called SEQUEL, was designed to manipulate

and retrieve data stored in IBM's original relational database product, System R. IBM

patented their version of SQL in 1985, while the SQL language was not formally

standardized until 1986 by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) as SQL-86.

Subsequent versions of the SQL standard have been released by ANSI and as International

Organization for Standardization (ISO) standards.

Originally designed as a declarative query and data manipulation language, variations of SQL

have been created by SQL database management system (DBMS) vendors that add

procedural constructs, flow-of-control statements, user-defined data types, and various other

language extensions. With the release of the SQL:1999 standard, many such extensions were

formally adopted as part of the SQL language via the SQL Persistent Stored Modules

(SQL/PSM) portion of the standard.

Common criticisms of SQL include a perceived lack of cross-platform portability between

vendors, inappropriate handling of missing data (see Null (SQL)), and unnecessarily complex

and occasionally ambiguous language grammar and semantics.
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During the 1970s, a group at IBM San Jose Research Laboratory developed the System R

relational database management system, based on the model introduced by Edgar F. Codd in

his influential paper, "A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks". Donald D.

Chamberlin and Raymond F. Boyce of IBM subsequently created the Structured English

Query Language (SEQUEL) to manipulate and manage data stored in System R. The

acronym SEQUEL was later changed to SQL because "SEQUEL" was a trademark of the

UK-based Hawker Siddeley aircraft company.

The first non-commercial non-SQL RDBMS, Ingres, was developed in 1974 at U.C.

Berkeley. Ingres implemented a query language known as QUEL, which was later supplanted

in the marketplace by SQL.

In the late 1970s, Relational Software, Inc. (now Oracle Corporation) saw the potential of the

concepts described by Codd, Chamberlin, and Boyce and developed their own SQL-based

RDBMS with aspirations of selling it to the U.S. Navy, Central Intelligence Agency, and

other U.S. government agencies. In the summer of 1979, Relational Software, Inc. introduced

the first commercially available implementation of SQL, Oracle V2 (Version2) for VAX

computers. Oracle V2 beat IBM's release of the System/38 RDBMS to market by a few

weeks.

After testing SQL at customer test sites to determine the usefulness and practicality of the

system, IBM began developing commercial products based on their System R prototype

including System/38, SQL/DS, and DB2, which were commercially available in 1979, 1981,

and 1983, respectively.

2. Standardization

SQL was adopted as a standard by ANSI in 1986 and ISO in 1987. In the original SQL

standard, ANSI declared that the official pronunciation for SQL is "es queue el". However,

many English-speaking database professionals still use the nonstandard pronunciation

/ˈsiːkwəl/ (like the word "sequel"). SEQUEL was an earlier IBM database language, a

predecessor to the SQL language.

Until 1996, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) data management

standards program was tasked with certifying SQL DBMS compliance with the SQL
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standard. In 1996, however, the NIST data management standards program was dissolved,

and vendors are now relied upon to self-certify their products for compliance.

3. Scope and extensions

3.1 Procedural extensions

SQL is designed for a specific purpose: to query data contained in a relational

database. SQL is a set-based, declarative query language, not an imperative language

such as C or BASIC. However, there are extensions to Standard SQL which add

procedural programming language functionality, such as control-of-flow constructs.

In addition to the standard SQL/PSM extensions and proprietary SQL extensions,

procedural and object-oriented programmability is available on many SQL platforms

via DBMS integration with other languages. The SQL standard defines SQL/JRT

extensions (SQL Routines and Types for the Java Programming Language) to support

Java code in SQL databases. SQL Server 2005 uses the SQLCLR (SQL Server

Common Language Runtime) to host managed .NET assemblies in the database,

while prior versions of SQL Server were restricted to using unmanaged extended

stored procedures which were primarily written in C. Other database platforms, like

MySQL and Postgres, allow functions to be written in a wide variety of languages

including Perl, Python, Tcl, and C.

3.2 Standard structure

The SQL standard is divided into several parts, including:

SQL/Foundation, defined in ISO/IEC 9075, Part 2. This part of the standard contains

the most central elements of the language. It consists of both mandatory and optional

features.

The SQL/CLI, or Call-Level Interface, part is defined in ISO/IEC 9075, Part 3.

SQL/CLI defines common interfacing components (structures and procedures) that

can be used to execute SQL statements from applications written in other

programming languages. SQL/CLI is defined in such a way that SQL statements and

SQL/CLI procedure calls are treated as separate from the calling application's source
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code. Open Database Connectivity is a well-known superset of SQL/CLI. This part of

the standard consists solely of mandatory features.

The SQL/PSM, or Persistent Stored Modules, part is defined by ISO/IEC 9075, Part

4. SQL/PSM standardizes procedural extensions for SQL, including flow of control,

condition handling, statement condition signals and resignals, cursors and local

variables, and assignment of expressions to variables and parameters. In addition,

SQL/PSM formalizes declaration and maintenance of persistent database language

routines (e.g., "stored procedures"). This part of the standard consists solely of

optional features.

The SQL/MED, or Management of External Data, part is defined by ISO/IEC 9075,

Part 9. SQL/MED provides extensions to SQL that define foreign-data wrappers and

datalink types to allow SQL to manage external data. External data is data that is

accessible to, but not managed by, an SQL-based DBMS. This part of the standard

consists solely of optional features.

The SQL/OLB, or Object Language Bindings, part is defined by ISO/IEC 9075, Part

10. SQL/OLB defines the syntax and symantics of SQLJ, which is SQL embedded in

Java. The standard also describes mechanisms to ensure binary portability of SQLJ

applications, and specifies various Java packages and their contained classes. This

part of the standard consists solely of optional features.

The SQL/Schemata, or Information and Definition Schemas, part is defined by

ISO/IEC 9075, Part 11. SQL/Schemata defines the Information Schema and

Definition Schema, providing a common set of tools to make SQL databases and

objects self-describing. These tools include the SQL object identifier, structure and

integrity constraints, security and authorization specifications, features and packages

of ISO/IEC 9075, support of features provided by SQL-based DBMS

implementations, SQL-based DBMS implementation information and sizing items,

and the values supported by the DBMS implementations.. This part of the standard

contains both mandatory and optional features.

The SQL/JRT, or SQL Routines and Types for the Java Programming Language, part

is defined by ISO/IEC 9075, Part 13. SQL/JRT specifies the ability to invoke static
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Java methods as routines from within SQL applications. It also calls for the ability to

use Java classes as SQL structured user-defined types. This part of the standard

consists solely of optional features.

The SQL/XML, or XML-Related Specifications, part is defined by ISO/IEC 9075,

Part 14. SQL/XML specifies SQL-based extensions for using XML in conjunction

with SQL. The XML data type is introduced, as well as several routines, functions,

and XML-to-SQL data type mappings to support manipulation and storage of XML in

an SQL database. This part of the standard consists solely of optional features.

4. Data definition

The second group of keywords is the Data Definition Language (DDL). DDL allows the user

to define new tables and associated elements. Most commercial SQL databases have

proprietary extensions in their DDL, which allow control over nonstandard features of the

database system. The most basic items of DDL are the CREATE, ALTER, RENAME,

TRUNCATE and DROP statements:

 CREATE causes an object (a table, for example) to be created within the database.

 DROP causes an existing object within the database to be deleted, usually irretrievably.

 TRUNCATE deletes all data from a table in a very fast way. It usually implies a subsequent

COMMIT operation.

 ALTER statement permits the user to modify an existing object in various ways -- for

example, adding a column to an existing table.

Topic : Working With Tables: Functions And Grouping

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 BASIC language

 Databases

 Binary search
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Definition/Overview:

Overview: A User-Defined Function, or UDF, is a function provided by the user of a

program or environment, in a context where the usual assumption is that functions are built

into the program or environment.

Key Points:

1. BASIC language

In some old implementations of the BASIC programming language, user defined functions

are defined using the "DEF FN" syntax. More modern dialects of BASIC are influenced by

the structured programming paradigm, where most or all code is written as user defined

functions or procedures, and the concept becomes practically redundant.

In computer programming, BASIC (an acronym for Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic

Instruction Code) is a family of high-level programming languages. The original BASIC was

designed in 1964 by John George Kemeny and Thomas Eugene Kurtz at Dartmouthin New

Hampshire, USA to provide computer access to non-science students. At the time, nearly all

use of computers required writing custom software, which was something only scientists and

mathematicians tended to be able to do. The language and its variants became widespread on

microcomputers in the late 1970s and 1980s. BASIC remains popular to this day in a handful

of highly modified dialects and new languages based on BASIC such as Microsoft Visual

Basic. As of 2006, 59% of developers for the .NET platform used Visual Basic as their only

language.

Before the mid-1960s, computers were extremely expensive and used only for special-

purpose tasks. A simple batch processing arrangement ran only a single "job" at a time, one

after another. But during the 1960s faster and more affordable computers became available.

With this extra processing power, computers would sometimes sit idle, without jobs to run.

Programming languages in the batch programming era tended to be designed, like the

machines on which they ran, for specific purposes (such as scientific formula calculations or

business data processing or eventually for text editing). Since even the newer, less expensive

machines were still major investments, there was a strong tendency to consider efficiency to
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be the most important feature of a language. In general, these specialized languages were

difficult to use and had widely disparate syntax.

As prices decreased, the possibility of sharing computer access began to move from research

labs to commercial use. Newer computer systems supported time-sharing, a system which

allows multiple users or processes to use the CPU and memory. In such a system the

operating system alternates between running processes, giving each one running time on the

CPU before switching to another. The machines had become fast enough that most users

could feel they had the machine all to themselves. In theory, timesharing reduced the cost of

computing tremendously, as a single machine could be shared among (up to) hundreds of

users. Notwithstanding the language's use on several minicomputers, it was the introduction

of the MITS Altair 8800 "kit" microcomputer in 1975 that provided BASIC a path to

universality. Most programming languages required more memory (and/or disk space) than

was available on the small computers most users could afford. With the slow memory access

that audio tapes provided and the lack of suitable text editors, a language like BASIC which

could satisfy these constraints, as well as being interpreted line by line from a tape device,

was attractive.

BASIC also had the advantage that it was fairly well known to the young designers and

computer hobbyists who took an interest in microcomputers, and generally worked in the

electronics industries of the day. Kemeny and Kurtz's earlier proselytizing paid off in this

respect and the few hobbyists journals of the era were filled with columns that made

mentions of the language or focused entirely on one version compared to others.

One of the first to appear for the 8080 machines like the Altair was Tiny BASIC, a simple

BASIC implementation originally written by Dr. Li-Chen Wang, and then ported onto the

Altair by Dennis Allison at the request of Bob Albrecht (who later founded Dr. Dobb's

Journal). The Tiny BASIC design and the full source code were published in 1976 in DDJ.

In 1975, MITS released Altair BASIC, developed by college drop-outs Bill Gates and Paul

Allen as the company Micro-Soft (who started today's corporate giant, Microsoft). The first

Altair version was co-written by Gates, Allen and Monte Davidoff in a burst of enthusiasm

and neglect of studies. Versions of Microsoft BASIC (also known then, and most widely as

M BASIC or MBASIC, see sidebar) was soon bundled with the original floppy disk-based

CP/M computers, which became widespread in small business applications. As the popularity
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of BASIC on CP/M spread, newer computer designs also introduced their own version of the

language, or had Micro-Soft port its version to their platform.

When three major new computers were introduced in what Byte Magazine would later call

the "1977 Trinity", all three had BASIC as their primary programming language and

operating environment. The Commodore PET licensed a version of Micro-Soft BASIC that

was ported to the MOS 6502, while Apple II and TRS-80 both introduced new versions of the

language that were largely similar. As new companies entered the field, additional versions

were added that subtly changed the BASIC family. The Atari 8-bit family had their own Atari

BASIC that was modified in order to fit on 8 kB ROM cartridge. The BBC published BBC

BASIC, developed for them by Acorn Computers Ltd, incorporating many extra structuring

keywords. Most of the home computers of the 1980s had a ROM-resident BASIC interpreter,

allowing the machines to boot directly into BASIC. There are more dialects of BASIC than

there are of any other programming language.

During this growth time for BASIC, many magazines were published such as Creative

Computing Magazine that included complete source codes for games, utilities, and other

programs. Given BASIC's straightforward nature, it was considered a simple matter to type in

the code from the magazine and execute the program. Different magazines were published

featuring programs for specific computers, though some BASIC programs were universal and

could be input into any BASIC-using machine. A logical extension of the magazine idea was

the publishing of BASIC source code in full-fledged books: probably the classic example was

David Ahl's series of Basic Computer Games.

As early as 1979 Microsoft was in negotiations with IBM to supply them with a version of

BASIC. Microsoft sold several versions of BASIC for MS-DOS/PC-DOS including

BASICA, GW-BASIC (a BASICA-compatible version that did not need IBM's ROM) and

QuickBASIC. Turbo Pascal-publisher Borland published Turbo BASIC 1.0 in 1985

(successor versions are still being marketed by the original author under the name

PowerBASIC). Microsoft wrote the windowing based AmigaBASIC that was supplied with

version 1.1 of the pre-emptive multitasking GUI Amiga computers (late 1985/ early 1986),

although the product unusually did not bear any Microsoft marks.

These languages introduced many extensions to the original home computer BASIC, such as

improved string manipulation and graphics support, access to the file system and additional
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data types. More important were the facilities for structured programming, including

additional control structures and proper subroutines supporting local variables.

However, by the latter half of the 1980s newer computers were far more capable with more

resources. At the same time, computers had progressed from a hobbyist interest to tools used

primarily for applications written by others, and programming became less important for

most users. BASIC started to recede in importance, though numerous versions remained

available. Compiled BASIC or CBASIC is still used in many IBM 4690 OS point of sale

systems.

BASIC's fortunes reversed once again with the introduction of Visual Basic by Microsoft. It

is somewhat difficult to consider this language to be BASIC, because of the major shift in its

orientation towards an object-oriented and event-driven perspective. The only significant

similarity to older BASIC dialects was familiar syntax. Syntax itself no longer "fully defined"

the language, since much development was done using "drag and drop" methods without

exposing all code for commonly-used objects such as buttons and scrollbars to the developer.

While this could be considered an evolution of the language, few of the distinctive features of

early Dartmouth BASIC, such as line numbers and the INPUT keyword, remain (although

Visual Basic still uses INPUT to read data from files, and INPUTBOX is available for direct

user input; line numbers can also optionally be used in all VB versions, even VB.NET, albeit

they cannot be used in certain places, for instance before SUB).

Ironically given the origin of BASIC as a "beginner's" language, and apparently even to the

surprise of many at Microsoft who still initially marketed Visual Basic or "VB" as a language

for hobbyists, the language had come into widespread use for small custom business

applications shortly after the release of VB version 3.0, which is widely considered the first

relatively stable version. While many advanced programmers still scoffed at its use, VB met

the needs of small businesses efficiently wherever processing speed was less of a concern

than easy development. (By that time, computers running Windows 3.1 had become fast

enough that many business-related processes could be completed "in the blink of an eye"

even using a "slow" language, as long as massive amounts of data were not involved.) Many

small business owners found they could create their own small yet useful applications in a

few evenings to meet their own specialized needs. Eventually, during the lengthy lifetime of

VB3, knowledge of Visual Basic had become a marketable job skill.
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2. Databases

In SQL databases, a user-defined function provides a mechanism for extending the

functionality of the database server by adding a function that can be evaluated in SQL

statements. The SQL standard distinguishes between scalar and table functions. A scalar

function returns only a single value (or NULL), whereas a table function returns a (relational)

table comprised of zero or more rows and each row with one or more columns.

Once created, a user-defined function may be used as expressions in SQL statements. For

example, it can be invoked where most other intrinsic functions are allowed. This also

includes SELECT statements, where the function can be used against data stored in tables in

the database. Conceptually, the function is evaluated once per row in such usage. For

example, assume a table named ELEMENTS, with a row for each known chemical element.

The table has a column named BoilingPoint for the boiling point of that element, in Celsius.

Each user-defined function carries certain properties or characteristics. The SQL standard

defines the following properties:

 language - defines the programming language in which the user-defined function is

implemented; examples are SQL, C, or Java.

 parameter style - defines the conventions that are used to pass the function parameters and

results between the implementation of the function and the database system (only applicable

if language is not SQL).

 specific name - a name for the function that is unique within the database. Note that the

function name does not have to be unique, considering overloaded functions.

 determinism - specifies whether the function is deterministic or not. The determinism

characteristic has an influence on the query optimizer when compiling a SQL statement. The

rewrite of SQL statements may not change the number of function invocations for non-

deterministic functions.

 SQL-data access - tells the database management system whether the function contains no

SQL statements (NO SQL), contains SQL statements but does not access any tables or views

(CONTAINS SQL), reads data from tables or views (READS SQL DATA), or actually

modifies data in the database (MODIFIES SQL DATA).
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User-defined functions should not be confused with stored procedures. Stored procedures

allow the user to group a set of SQL commands. A procedure can accept parameters and

execute its SQL statements depending on those parameters. A procedure is not an expression

and, thus, cannot be used like user-defined functions.

Some database management systems allow the creation of user defined functions in

languages other than SQL. Microsoft SQL Server, for example, allows the user to use .NET

languages for this purpose. DB2 and Oracle support user-defined functions written in C or

Java programming languages.

3. Binary search

The binary search algorithm is a method of searching an ordered array for a single element by

cutting the array in half with each pass. The trick is to pick a midpoint near the center of the

array, compare the data at that point with the data being searched and then responding to one

of three possible conditions: the data is found, the data at the midpoint is greater than the data

being searched for, or the data at the midpoint is less than the data being searched for.

Recursion is used in this algorithm because with each pass a new array is created by cutting

the old one in half. The binary search procedure is then called recursively, this time on the

new (and smaller) array. Typically the array's size is adjusted by manipulating a beginning

and ending index. The algorithm exhibits a logarithmic order of growth because it essentially

divides the problem domain in half with each pass.

Topic : Joins And Set Operators

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Inner join

 Types of inner joins

 Outer joins

 Set operations
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Definition/Overview:

Overview: An SQL JOIN clause combines records from two tables in a database. It creates a

set that can be saved as a table or used as is. A JOIN is a means for combining fields from

two tables by using values common to each. ANSI standard SQL specifies four types of

JOINs: INNER, OUTER, LEFT, and RIGHT. In special cases, a table (base table, view, or

joined table) can JOIN to itself in a self-join. In SQL the UNION clause combines the results

of two SQL queries into a single table of all matching rows. The two queries must have the

same number of columns and compatible data types to unite. Any duplicate records are

automatically removed unless UNION ALL is used.

Key Points:

1. Inner join

An inner join requires each record in the two joined tables to have a matching record. An

inner join essentially combines the records from two tables (A and B) based on a given join-

predicate. The result of the join can be defined as the outcome of first taking the Cartesian

product (or cross-join) of all records in the tables (combining every record in table A with

every record in table B) - then return all records which satisfy the join predicate. Actual SQL

implementations will normally use other approaches where possible, since computing the

Cartesian product is not very efficient. This type of join occurs most commonly in

applications, and represents the default join-type.

SQL specifies two different syntactical ways to express joins. The first, called "explicit join

notation", uses the keyword JOIN, whereas the second uses the "implicit join notation". The

implicit join notation lists the tables for joining in the FROM clause of a SELECT statement,

using commas to separate them. Thus, it specifies a cross-join, and the WHERE clause may

apply additional filter-predicates. Those filter-predicates function comparably to join-

predicates in the explicit notation. One can further classify inner joins as equi-joins, as natural

joins, or as cross-joins.

Programmers should take special care when joining tables on columns that can contain

NULL values, since NULL will never match any other value (or even NULL itself), unless

the join condition explicitly uses the IS NULL or IS NOT NULL predicates.
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2. Types of inner joins

2.1 Equi-join

An equi-join, also known as an equijoin, is a specific type of comparator-based join,

or theta join, that uses only equality comparisons in the join-predicate. Using other

comparison operators (such as <) disqualifies a join as an equi-join. The query shown

above has already provided an example of an equi-join:

SQL provides optional syntactic sugar for expressing equi-joins, by way of the

USING construct (Feature ID F402)

2.2 Natural join

A natural join offers a further specialization of equi-joins. The join predicate arises

implicitly by comparing all columns in both tables that have the same column-name

in the joined tables. The resulting joined table contains only one column for each pair

of equally-named columns.

The Oracle database implementation of SQL selects the appropriate column in the

naturally-joined table from which to gather data. An error-message such as "ORA-

25155: column used in NATURAL join cannot have qualifier" is an error to help

prevent or reduce the problems that could occur may encourage checking and precise

specification of the columns named in the query, and can also help in providing

compile time checking (instead of errors in query).

2.3 Cross join

A cross join, cartesian join or product provides the foundation upon which all types of

inner joins operate. A cross join returns the cartesian product of the sets of records

from the two joined tables. Thus, it equates to an inner join where the join-condition

always evaluates to True or join-condition is absent in statement. If A and B are two

sets, then the cross join is written as A B.

The SQL code for a cross join lists the tables for joining (FROM), but does not

include any filtering join-predicate.
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The cross join does not apply any predicate to filter records from the joined table.

Programmers can further filter the results of a cross join by using a WHERE clause.

3. Outer joins

An outer join does not require each record in the two joined tables to have a matching record.

The joined table retains each recordeven if no other matching record exists. Outer joins

subdivide further into left outer joins, right outer joins, and full outer joins, depending on

which table(s) one retains the rows from (left, right, or both). (For a table to qualify as left or

right its name has to appear after the FROM or JOIN keyword, respectively.) No implicit

join-notation for outer joins exists in standard SQL.

The result of a left outer join (or simply left join) for tables A and B always contains all

records of the "left" table (A), even if the join-condition does not find any matching record in

the "right" table (B). This means that if the ON clause matches 0 (zero) records in B, the join

will still return a row in the resultbut with NULL in each column from B. This means that a

left outer join returns all the values from the left table, plus matched values from the right

table (or NULL in case of no matching join predicate).

For example, this allows us to find an employee's department, but still to show the employee

even when their department does not exist (contrary to the inner-join example above, where

employees in non-existent departments are excluded from the result).

4. Set operations

In SQL the UNION clause combines the results of two SQL queries into a single table of all

matching rows. The two queries must have the same number of columns and compatible data

types to unite. Any duplicate records are automatically removed unless UNION ALL is used.

UNION can be useful in data warehouse applications where tables aren't perfectly

normalized. A simple example would be a database having tables sales2005 and sales2006

that have identical structures but are separated because of performance considerations. A

UNION query could combine results from both tables.
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Note that UNION does not guarantee the order of rows. Rows from the second operand may

appear before, after, or mixed with rows from the first operand. In situations where a specific

order is desired, ORDER BY must be used.

Data warehouse is a repository of an organization's electronically stored data. Data

warehouses are designed to facilitate reporting and analysis.

This definition of the data warehouse focuses on data storage. However, the means to retrieve

and analyze data, to extract, transform and load data, and to manage the data dictionary are

also considered essential components of a data warehousing system. Many references to data

warehousing use this broader context. Thus, an expanded definition for data warehousing

includes business intelligence tools, tools to extract, transform, and load data into the

repository, and tools to manage and retrieve metadata.

The concept of data warehousing dates back to the late 1980s when IBM researchers Barry

Devlin and Paul Murphy developed the "business data warehouse". In essence, the data

warehousing concept was intended to provide an architectural model for the flow of data

from operational systems to decision support environments. The concept attempted to address

the various problems associated with this flow - mainly, the high costs associated with it. In

the absence of a data warehousing architecture, an enormous amount of redundancy of

information was required to support the multiple decision support environments that usually

existed. In larger corporations it was typical for multiple decision support environments to

operate independently. Each environment served different users but often required much of

the same data. The process of gathering, cleaning and integrating data from various sources,

usually long existing operational systems (usually referred to as legacy systems), was

typically in part replicated for each environment. Moreover, the operational systems were

frequently reexamined as new decision support requirements emerged. Often new

requirements necessitated gathering, cleaning and integrating new data from the operational

systems that were logically related to prior gathered data.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Subqueries: Nested Queries

Advanced Features: Objects, Transactions, And Data Control

Pl/Sql: A Programming Language
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Topic : Subqueries: Nested Queries

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Introduction

 Implementation

 Sort-merge join

 Bitmap index

Definition/Overview:

Overview: The query optimizer is the component of a database management system that

attempts to determine the most efficient way to execute a query. The optimizer considers the

possible query plans for a given input query, and attempts to determine which of those plans

will be the most efficient. Cost-based query optimizers assign an estimated "cost" to each

possible query plan, and choose the plan with the smallest cost. Costs are used to estimate the

runtime cost of evaluating the query, in terms of the number of I/O operations required, the

CPU requirements, and other factors determined from the data dictionary. The set of query

plans examined is formed by examining the possible access paths (e.g. index scan, sequential

scan) and join algorithms (e.g. sort-merge join, hash join, nested loops). The search space can

become quite large depending on the complexity of the SQL query.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

Generally, the query optimizer cannot be accessed directly by users: once queries are

submitted to database server, and parsed by the parser, they are then passed to the query

optimizer where optimization occurs. However, some database engines allow guiding the

query optimizer with hints.
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A correlated sub-query is a term used for specific types of queries in SQL in computer

databases. It is a sub-query (a query nested inside another query) that uses values from the

outer query in its WHERE clause. The sub-query is evaluated once for each row processed by

the outer query.

2. Implementation

Most query optimizers represent query plans as a tree of "plan nodes". A plan node

encapsulates a single operation that is required to execute the query. The nodes are arranged

as a tree, in which intermediate results flow from the bottom of the tree to the top. Each node

has zero or more child nodes -- those are nodes whose output is fed as input to the parent

node. For example, a join node will have two child nodes, which represent the two join

operands, whereas a sort node would have a single child node (the input to be sorted). The

leaves of the tree are nodes which produce results by scanning the disk, for example by

performing an index scan or a sequential scan.

2.1 Join ordering

The performance of a query plan is determined largely by the order in which the

tables are joined. For example, when joining 3 tables A, B, C of size 10 rows, 10,000

rows, and 1,000,000 rows, respectively, a query plan that joins B and C first can take

several orders-of-magnitude more time to execute than one that joins A and C first.

Most query optimizers determine join order via a dynamic programming algorithm

pioneered by IBM's System R database project. This algorithm works in two stages:

First, all ways to access each relation in the query is computed. Every relation in

the query can be accessed via a sequential scan. If there is an index on a

relation that can be used to answer a predicate in the query, an index scan can

also be used. For each relation, the optimizer records the cheapest way to scan

the relation, as well as the cheapest way to scan the relation that produces

records in a particular sorted order.

The optimizer then considers combining each pair of relations for which a join

condition exists. For each pair, the optimizer will consider the available join

algorithms implemented by the DBMS. It will preserve the cheapest way to
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join each pair of relations, in addition to the cheapest way to join each pair of

relations that produces its output according to a particular sort order.

Then all three-relation query plans are computed, by joining each two-relation

plan produced by the previous phase with the remaining relations in the query.

In this manner, a query plan is eventually produced that joins all the queries in the

relation. Note that the algorithm keeps track of the sort order of the result set

produced by a query plan, also called an interesting order. During dynamic

programming, one query plan is considered to beat another query plan that produces

the same result, only if they produce the same sort order. This is done for two reasons.

First, a particular sort order can avoid a redundant sort operation later on in

processing the query. Second, a particular sort order can speed up a subsequent join

because it clusters the data in a particular way.

Historically, System-R derived query optimizers would often only consider left-deep

query plans, which first join two base tables together, then join the intermediate result

with another base table, and so on. This heuristic reduces the number of plans that

need to be considered (n! instead of 4^n), but may result in not considering the

optimal query plan. This heuristic is drawn from the observation that join algorithms

such as nested loops only require a single tuple (aka row) of the outer relation at a

time. Therefore, a left-deep query plan means that fewer tuples need to be held in

memory at any time: the outer relation's join plan need only be executed until a single

tuple is produced, and then the inner base relation can be scanned (this technique is

called "pipelining").

Subsequent query optimizers have expanded this plan space to consider "bushy"

query plans, where both operands to a join operator could be intermediate results from

other joins. Such bushy plans are especially important in parallel computers because

they allow different portions of the plan to be evaluated independently.

2.2 Query planning for nested SQL queries

A SQL query to a modern relational DBMS does more than just selections and joins.

In particular, SQL queries often nest several layers of SPJ blocks (Select-Project-Join)

, by means of group by, exists, and not exists operators. In some cases such nested

SQL queries can be flattened into a select-project-join query, but not always. Query
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plans for nested SQL queries can also be chosen using the same dynamic

programming algorithm as used for join ordering, but this can lead to an enormous

escalation in query optimization time. So some database management systems use an

alternative rule-based approach that uses a query graph model.

2.3 Cost estimation

One of the hardest problems in query optimization is to accurately estimate the costs

of alternative query plans. Optimizers cost query plans using a mathematical model of

query execution costs that relies heavily on estimates of the cardinality, or number of

tuples, flowing through each edge in a query plan. Cardinality estimation in turn

depends on estimates of the selection factor of predicates in the query. Traditionally,

database systems estimate selectivities through fairly detailed statistics on the

distribution of values in each column, such as histograms. This technique works well

for estimation of selectivities of individual predicates. However many queries have

conjunctions of predicates such as select count(*) from R where R.make='Honda' and

R.model='Accord'. Query predicates are often highly correlated (for example,

model='Accord' implies make='Honda'), and it is very hard to estimate the selectivity

of the conjunct in general. Poor cardinality estimates and uncaught correlation are one

of the main reasons why query optimizers pick poor query plans. This is one reason

why a DBA should regularly update the database statistics, especially after major data

loads/unloads.

3. Sort-merge join

The Sort-Merge Join is an example of a join algorithm and is used in the implementation of a

relational database management system. The basic problem of a join algorithm is to find, for

each distinct value of the join attribute, the set of tuples in each relation which display that

value. The key idea of the Sort-merge algorithm is to first sort the relations by the join

attribute, so that interleaved linear scans will encounter these sets at the same time.

In practice, the most expensive part of performing a sort-merge join is arranging for both

inputs to the algorithm to be presented in sorted order. This can be achieved via an explicit

sort operation (often an external sort), or by taking advantage of a pre-existing ordering in

one or both of the join relations. The latter condition can occur because an input to the join
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might be produced by an index scan of a tree-based index, another merge join, or some other

plan operator that happens to produce output sorted on an appropriate key.

4. Bitmap index

A bitmap index is a special kind of database index that uses bitmaps. Bitmap indexes have

traditionally been considered to work well for data such as gender, which has a small number

of distinct values, e.g., male and female, but many occurrences of those values. This would

happen if, for example, you had gender data for each resident in a city. However, some

researchers argue that Bitmap indexes are also useful for unique valued data which is not

updated frequently. Bitmap indexes have a significant space and performance advantage over

other structures for such data. Bitmap indexes use bit arrays (commonly called "bitmaps")

and answer queries by performing bitwise logical operations on these bitmaps.

Software can compress each bitmap in a bitmap index to save space. There has been

considerable amount of work on this subject. Bitmap compression algorithms typically

employ run-length encoding, such as the Byte-aligned Bitmap Code (BBC) and Word-

Aligned Hybrid code (WAH). These compression methods require very little effort to

compress and decompress. More importantly, bitmaps compressed with BBC and WAH can

directly participate in bitwise operations without decompression. This gives them

considerable advantages over generic compression techniques such as LZ77. BBC

compression and its derivatives are used in a commercial database system. BBC was shown

by Johnson (1999) to be effective in both reducing index sizes and maintaining query

performance. BBC encodes the bitmaps in bytes, while WAH encodes in words, better

matching current CPUs. According to a published report, "On both synthetic data and real

application data, the new word aligned schemes use only 50% more space, but perform

logical operations on compressed data 12 times faster than BBC.
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Topic : Advanced Features: Objects, Transactions, And Data Control

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Introduction

 Standardization

 Scope and extensions

 Data definition

Definition/Overview:

Overview: A Data Control Language (DCL) is a computer language and a subset of SQL,

used to control access to data in a database. SQL (Structured Query Language) is a database

computer language designed for the retrieval and management of data in relational database

management systems (RDBMS), database schema creation and modification, and database

object access control management.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

SQL is a programming language for querying and modifying data and managing databases.

SQL was standardized first by the ANSI and later by the ISO. Most database management

systems implement a majority of one of these standards and add their proprietary extensions.

SQL allows the retrieval, insertion, updating, and deletion of data. A database management

system also includes management and administrative functions. Most if not all

implementations also include a command-line interface (SQL/CLI) that allows for the entry

and execution of the language commands, as opposed to only providing an application

programming interface (API) intended for access from a graphical user interface (GUI).

The first version of SQL was developed at IBM by Donald C. Messerly and Raymond F.

Boyce in the early 1970s. This version, initially called SEQUEL, was designed to manipulate

and retrieve data stored in IBM's original relational database product, System R. IBM
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patented their version of SQL in 1985, while the SQL language was not formally

standardized until 1986 by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) as SQL-86.

Subsequent versions of the SQL standard have been released by ANSI and as International

Organization for Standardization (ISO) standards.

Originally designed as a declarative query and data manipulation language, variations of SQL

have been created by SQL database management system (DBMS) vendors that add

procedural constructs, flow-of-control statements, user-defined data types, and various other

language extensions. With the release of the SQL:1999 standard, many such extensions were

formally adopted as part of the SQL language via the SQL Persistent Stored Modules

(SQL/PSM) portion of the standard.

Common criticisms of SQL include a perceived lack of cross-platform portability between

vendors, inappropriate handling of missing data, and unnecessarily complex and occasionally

ambiguous language grammar and semantics.

During the 1970s, a group at IBM San Jose Research Laboratory developed the System R

relational database management system, based on the model introduced by Edgar F. Codd in

his influential paper, "A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks". Donald D.

Chamberlin and Raymond F. Boyce of IBM subsequently created the Structured English

Query Language (SEQUEL) to manipulate and manage data stored in System R. The

acronym SEQUEL was later changed to SQL because "SEQUEL" was a trademark of the

UK-based Hawker Siddeley aircraft company.

The first non-commercial non-SQL RDBMS, Ingres, was developed in 1974 at U.C.

Berkeley. Ingres implemented a query language known as QUEL, which was later supplanted

in the marketplace by SQL.

In the late 1970s, Relational Software, Inc. (now Oracle Corporation) saw the potential of the

concepts described by Codd, Chamberlin, and Boyce and developed their own SQL-based

RDBMS with aspirations of selling it to the U.S. Navy, Central Intelligence Agency, and

other U.S. government agencies. In the summer of 1979, Relational Software, Inc. introduced

the first commercially available implementation of SQL, Oracle V2 (Version2) for VAX

computers. Oracle V2 beat IBM's release of the System/38 RDBMS to market by a few

weeks.
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After testing SQL at customer test sites to determine the usefulness and practicality of the

system, IBM began developing commercial products based on their System R prototype

including System/38, SQL/DS, and DB2, which were commercially available in 1979, 1981,

and 1983, respectively.

2. Standardization

SQL was adopted as a standard by ANSI in 1986 and ISO in 1987. In the original SQL

standard, ANSI declared that the official pronunciation for SQL is "es queue el". However,

many English-speaking database professionals still use the nonstandard pronunciation

/ˈsiːkwəl/ (like the word "sequel"). SEQUEL was an earlier IBM database language, a

predecessor to the SQL language.

Until 1996, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) data management

standards program was tasked with certifying SQL DBMS compliance with the SQL

standard. In 1996, however, the NIST data management standards program was dissolved,

and vendors are now relied upon to self-certify their products for compliance.

3. Scope and extensions

3.1 Procedural extensions

SQL is designed for a specific purpose: to query data contained in a relational

database. SQL is a set-based, declarative query language, not an imperative language

such as C or BASIC. However, there are extensions to Standard SQL which add

procedural programming language functionality, such as control-of-flow constructs.

In addition to the standard SQL/PSM extensions and proprietary SQL extensions,

procedural and object-oriented programmability is available on many SQL platforms

via DBMS integration with other languages. The SQL standard defines SQL/JRT

extensions (SQL Routines and Types for the Java Programming Language) to support

Java code in SQL databases. SQL Server 2005 uses the SQLCLR (SQL Server

Common Language Runtime) to host managed .NET assemblies in the database,

while prior versions of SQL Server were restricted to using unmanaged extended

stored procedures which were primarily written in C. Other database platforms, like
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MySQL and Postgres, allow functions to be written in a wide variety of languages

including Perl, Python, Tcl, and C.

3.2 Standard structure

The SQL standard is divided into several parts, including:

SQL/Foundation, defined in ISO/IEC 9075, Part 2. This part of the standard contains

the most central elements of the language. It consists of both mandatory and optional

features.

The SQL/CLI, or Call-Level Interface, part is defined in ISO/IEC 9075, Part 3.

SQL/CLI defines common interfacing components (structures and procedures) that

can be used to execute SQL statements from applications written in other

programming languages. SQL/CLI is defined in such a way that SQL statements and

SQL/CLI procedure calls are treated as separate from the calling application's source

code. Open Database Connectivity is a well-known superset of SQL/CLI. This part of

the standard consists solely of mandatory features.

The SQL/PSM, or Persistent Stored Modules, part is defined by ISO/IEC 9075, Part

4. SQL/PSM standardizes procedural extensions for SQL, including flow of control,

condition handling, statement condition signals and resignals, cursors and local

variables, and assignment of expressions to variables and parameters. In addition,

SQL/PSM formalizes declaration and maintenance of persistent database language

routines (e.g., "stored procedures"). This part of the standard consists solely of

optional features.

The SQL/MED, or Management of External Data, part is defined by ISO/IEC 9075,

Part 9. SQL/MED provides extensions to SQL that define foreign-data wrappers and

datalink types to allow SQL to manage external data. External data is data that is

accessible to, but not managed by, an SQL-based DBMS. This part of the standard

consists solely of optional features.

The SQL/OLB, or Object Language Bindings, part is defined by ISO/IEC 9075, Part

10. SQL/OLB defines the syntax and symantics of SQLJ, which is SQL embedded in

Java. The standard also describes mechanisms to ensure binary portability of SQLJ
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applications, and specifies various Java packages and their contained classes. This

part of the standard consists solely of optional features.

The SQL/Schemata, or Information and Definition Schemas, part is defined by

ISO/IEC 9075, Part 11. SQL/Schemata defines the Information Schema and

Definition Schema, providing a common set of tools to make SQL databases and

objects self-describing. These tools include the SQL object identifier, structure and

integrity constraints, security and authorization specifications, features and packages

of ISO/IEC 9075, support of features provided by SQL-based DBMS

implementations, SQL-based DBMS implementation information and sizing items,

and the values supported by the DBMS implementations.. This part of the standard

contains both mandatory and optional features.

The SQL/JRT, or SQL Routines and Types for the Java Programming Language, part

is defined by ISO/IEC 9075, Part 13. SQL/JRT specifies the ability to invoke static

Java methods as routines from within SQL applications. It also calls for the ability to

use Java classes as SQL structured user-defined types. This part of the standard

consists solely of optional features.

The SQL/XML, or XML-Related Specifications, part is defined by ISO/IEC 9075,

Part 14. SQL/XML specifies SQL-based extensions for using XML in conjunction

with SQL. The XML data type is introduced, as well as several routines, functions,

and XML-to-SQL data type mappings to support manipulation and storage of XML in

an SQL database. This part of the standard consists solely of optional features.

4. Data definition

The second group of keywords is the Data Definition Language (DDL). DDL allows the user

to define new tables and associated elements. Most commercial SQL databases have

proprietary extensions in their DDL, which allow control over nonstandard features of the

database system. The most basic items of DDL are the CREATE, ALTER, RENAME,

TRUNCATE and DROP statements:

 CREATE causes an object (a table, for example) to be created within the database.

 DROP causes an existing object within the database to be deleted, usually irretrievably.
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 TRUNCATE deletes all data from a table in a very fast way. It usually implies a subsequent

COMMIT operation.

 ALTER statement permits the user to modify an existing object in various ways -- for

example, adding a column to an existing table.

Topic : Pl/Sql: A Programming Language

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Introduction

 Functionality

 Procedures

 Array handling

 Similar languages

Definition/Overview:

Overview: PL/SQL (Procedural Language/Structured Query Language) is Oracle

Corporation's proprietary procedural extension to the SQL database language, used in the

Oracle database. Some other SQL database management systems offer similar extensions to

the SQL language. PL/SQL's syntax strongly resembles that of Ada, and just like Ada

compilers of the 1980s the PL/SQL runtime system uses Diana as intermediate

representation..

Key Points:

1. Introduction

The key strength of PL/SQL is its tight integration with the Oracle database. PL/SQL is one

of three languages embedded in the Oracle Database, the other two being SQL and Java.

PL/SQL made its first appearance in Oracle Forms v3. A few years later, it was included in

the Oracle Database server v7 (as database procedures, functions, packages, triggers and

anonymous blocks) followed by Oracle Reports v2.
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2. Functionality

PL/SQL supports variables, conditions, arrays, and exceptions. Implementations from version

8 of Oracle Database onwards have included features associated with object-orientation.

The underlying SQL functions as a declarative language. Standard SQLunlike some

functional programming languagesdoes not require implementations to convert tail calls to

jumps. The open standard SQL does not readily provide "first row" and "rest of table"

accessors, and it cannot easily perform some constructs such as loops. PL/SQL, however, as a

Turing-complete procedural language that fills in these gaps, allows Oracle database

developers to interface with the underlying relational database in an imperative manner. SQL

statements can make explicit in-line calls to PL/SQL functions, or can cause PL/SQL triggers

to fire upon pre-defined Data Manipulation Language (DML) events.

PL/SQL stored procedures (functions, procedures, packages, and triggers) performing DML

will get compiled into an Oracle database: to this extent, their SQL code can undergo syntax-

checking. Programmers working in an Oracle database environment can construct PL/SQL

blocks of functionality to serve as procedures, functions; or they can write in-line segments of

PL/SQL within SQL*Plus scripts.

While programmers can readily incorporate SQL DML statements into PL/SQL (as cursor

definitions, for example, or using the SELECT ... INTO syntax), Data Definition Language

(DDL) statements such as CREATE TABLE/DROP INDEX etc. require the use of "Dynamic

SQL". Earlier versions of Oracle Database required the use of a complex built-in

DBMS_SQL package for Dynamic SQL where the system needed to explicitly parse and

execute an SQL statement. Later versions have included an EXECUTE IMMEDIATE syntax

called "Native Dynamic SQL" which considerably simplifies matters. Any use of DDL in an

Oracle database will result in an implicit COMMIT. Programmers can also use Dynamic SQL

to execute DML where they do not know the exact content of the statement in advance.

PL/SQL offers several pre-defined packages for specific purposes. Such PL/SQL packages

include:

 DBMS_OUTPUT - for output operations to non-database destinations

 DBMS_JOB - for running specific procedures/functions at a particular time (i.e. scheduling)
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 DBMS_XPLAN - for formatting Explain Plan output

 DBMS_SESSION - provides access to SQL ALTER SESSION and SET ROLE statements,

and other session information.

 DBMS_METADATA - for extracting meta data from the data dictionary (such as DDL

statements)

 UTL_FILE - for reading and writing files on disk

 UTL_HTTP - for making requests to web servers from the database

 UTL_SMTP - for sending mail from the database (via an SMTP server)

Oracle Corporation customarily adds more packages and/or extends package functionality

with each successive release of Oracle Database.

3. Procedures

Procedures are the same as Functions, in that they are also used to perform some task with the

difference being that procedures cannot be used in a SQL statement and although they can

have multiple out parameters they do not return a value. Anonymous PL/SQL blocks can be

embedded in an Oracle Precompiler or OCI program. At run time, the program, lacking a

local PL/SQL engine, sends these blocks to the Oracle server, where they are compiled and

executed. Likewise, interactive tools such as SQL*Plus and Enterprise Manager, lacking a

local PL/SQL engine, must send anonymous blocks to Oracle.

Packages are the combination of Functions, Procedures, Variable, and Constants &

Cursors...etc. Which is used to group the related things make for reusable purpose? Packages

usually have two parts, a specification and a body, although sometimes the body is

unnecessary. The specification (spec for short) is the interface to your applications; it declares

the types, variables, constants, exceptions, cursors, and subprograms available for use. The

body fully defines cursors and subprograms, and so implements the spec.

To define a numeric variable, the programmer appends the variable type NUMBER to the

name definition. To specify the (optional) precision(P) and the (optional) scale (S), one can

further append these in round brackets, separated by a comma. ("Precision" in this context

refers to the number of digits which the variable can hold, "scale" refers to the number of

digits which can follow the decimal point.)
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4. Array handling

PL/SQL refers to arrays as "collections". The language offers three types of collections:

 Index-by tables (associative arrays)

 Nested tables

 Varrays (variable-size arrays)

Programmers must specify an upper limit for varrays, but need not for index-by tables or for

nested tables. The language includes several collection methods used to manipulate collection

elements: for example FIRST, LAST, NEXT, PRIOR, EXTEND, TRIM, DELETE, etc.

Index-by tables can be used to simulate associative arrays, as in this example of a memo

function for Ackermann's function in PL/SQL.

5. Similar languages

PL/SQL functions analogously to the embedded procedural languages associated with other

relational databases. Sybase ASE and Microsoft SQL Server have Transact-SQL,

PostgreSQL has PL/pgSQL (which tries to emulate PL/SQL to an extent), and IBM DB2

includes SQL Procedural Language, which conforms to the ISO SQLs SQL/PSM standard.

The designers of PL/SQL modelled its syntax on that of Ada. Both Ada and PL/SQL have

Pascal as a common ancestor, and so PL/SQL also resembles Pascal in numerous aspects.

The structure of a PL/SQL package closely resembles the basic Pascal's program structure, or

a Borland Delphi unit. Programmers can define global data-types, constants and static

variables, public and private, in a PL/SQL package.

PL/SQL also allows for the definition of classes and instantiating these as objects in PL/SQL

code. This resembles usages in object-oriented programming languages like Object Pascal,

C++ and Java. PL/SQL refers to a class as an "Advanced Data Type" (ADT) or "User

Defined Type"(UDT), and defines it as an Oracle SQL data-type as opposed to a PL/SQL

user-defined type, allowing its use in both the Oracle SQL Engine and the Oracle PL/SQL

engine. The constructor and methods of an Advanced Data Type are written in PL/SQL. The

resulting Advanced Data Type can operate as an object class in PL/SQL. Such objects can

also persist as column values in Oracle database tables.
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PL/SQL does not resemble Transact-SQL, despite superficial similarities. Porting code from

one to the other usually involves non-trivial work, not only due to the differences in the

feature sets of the two languages, but also due to the very significant differences in the way

Oracle and SQL Server deal with concurrency and locking.

The Fyracle project aims to enable the execution of PL/SQL code in the open-source Firebird

database.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
More On Pl/Sql: Control Structures And Embedded Sql

Cursors And Exceptions

Pl/Sql Composite Data Types: Records, Tables, And Varrays

Topic : More On Pl/Sql: Control Structures And Embedded Sql

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 History

 Uses

 Flow control structure

Definition/Overview:

Overview: RDM Embedded is a high performing ACID-compliant embedded database

management library designed for both disk based and in-memory embedded systems and

applications. RDM Embedded can run purely in main memory (also known as an in-memory

database, or IMDB), purely on disk, or in mixed mode storing parts of the dataset in-memory

and parts on-disk. RDM Embedded has a proven track record first released in 1984 counting

over 25 000 000 installations in all kinds of embedded systems and applications.
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Key Points:

1. History

Raima Corporation, established in Washington USA in 1982, saw a need for a high

performance, zero administration embedded database and started working on the db_Vista

product. db_Vista was first released in1984, and as of 1988 db_Vista had made its third

major release. db_Vista was later renamed to Raima Database Manager or RDM for short. As

the product grew in popularity so did the client server architecture which Raima answered

with the release of Velocis, a Client/Server version of RDM, in 1993. Velocis was later

renamed RDM Server. As Raima grew in popularity they saw themselves acquired by

Centura Software Corporation in 1999. Centura software drove the decision of launching an

open source version of the RDM Embedded, called db.*, in 2000. Under Linux the db.*

product got named db.linux. In 2001 Birdstep Technology ASA, a Norwegian based

company, acquired the Raima assets and has since made 4 major releases of RDM

Embedded.

2 Uses

RDM Embedded is used in all kinds of embedded systems and applications. The product is

used in aerospace and defense applications such as military flight simulators, flight planning,

and airborne warning systems; in telematics and automotive application like in-car navigation

systems and infotainment systems; in banking and financial applications for real-time stock

trading systems; in business automation systems for computer backup systems and sources

control systems; in consumer electronics applications like mobile handsets, set-top boxes, and

personal navigation devices; in datacom and telecommunication applications such as network

routers and switches and base-stations; in government systems for firefighting and traffic

control applications; in industrial automation applications like power management, and steel

mill production facilities; in medical devices such as blood and chemical analyzing

equipment and patient management applications; and in security systems such as key pads

and key management products.
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3. Flow control structure

A flow control structure is some type of construction that alters the flow of water in some

way. As a group these are passive structures since they operate without intervention under

different amounts of water flow and their impact changes based on the quantity of water

available.

Flow control structures are know to have existed for thousands of years. Some built by the

Chinese have been in continuous use for over 2,000 years. The Chinese used these structures

to divert water to irrigate fields and to actually deposit silt in specific areas so that the

channels were not blocked by silt build up. Structures like this required yearly maintenance to

remove the accumulated silt.

More modern structures add to these basic principles. In Hawaii, there are numerous flow

control structures that have been built to irrigate the Pineapple and sugar cane fields. The

purpose of these structures is to divert water into the various canals and to keep them full.

When over full, they either dump excess water back into streams or other canals. Among the

simplest is a low dam across a shallow stream forcing all of the water to one side to allow it

to be easily collect in a canal. This can keep a canal full even with very low flows in a stream.

Another simple device is a series of concrete piers installed in a spillway to slow down the

descending water so that it does not cause damage at the bottom of the spillway.

CODASYL (often spelt Codasyl) is an acronym for "Conference on Data Systems

Languages". This was an Information technology industry consortium formed in 1959 to

guide the development of a standard programming language that could be used on many

computers. This effort led to the development of COBOL.

In 1965 CODASYL formed a List Processing Task Force. This group was chartered to

develop COBOL language extensions for processing collections of records; the name arose

because Charles Bachman's IDS system (which was the main technical input to the project)

managed relationships between records using chains of pointers. In 1967 the group renamed

itself the Data Base Task Group, and its first report in January 1968 was entitled COBOL

extensions to handle data bases.
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A set consists of one owner record and n member records (these are labeled as "parent" and

"child" in the diagram, but the Codasyl terminology is "owner" and "member"). In the above

example, we were looking at a basic set which embodies a 1:N (Owner:Member)

relationship.In October 1969 the DBTG published its first language specifications for the

network database model which became generally known as the Codasyl Data Model. This

specification in fact defined several separate languages: a data description language (DDL) to

define the schema of the database, another DDL to create one or more subschemas defining

application views of the database; and a data manipulation language (DML) defining verbs

for embedding in the COBOL programming language to request and update data in the

database. Although the work was focused on COBOL, the idea of a host-language

independent database was starting to emerge, prompted by IBM's advocacy of PL/I as a

COBOL replacement.

In 1971, largely in response to the need for programming language independence, the work

was reorganized: development of the Data Description Language was continued by the Data

Description Language Committee, while the COBOL DML was taken over by the COBOL

language committee. With hindsight, this split had unfortunate consequences. The two groups

never quite managed to synchronize their specifications, leaving vendors to patch up the

differences. The inevitable consequence was a lack of interoperability among

implementations.

A number of vendors implemented database products conforming (roughly) to the DBTG

specifications: the most well-known implementations were Honeywell's Integrated Data Store

(IDS/2), Cullinet's Integrated Database Management System IDMS, Univac's DMS-1100,

and Digital Equipment Corporation's DBMS32. Cullinet, originally known as Cullinane,

obtained the technology from B.F. Goodrich. Cullinet was eventually sold to Computer

Associates, which as of 2007 still sells and supports a version of IDMS.

Some of the CODASYL committees continue their work today, but CODASYL itself no

longer exists. The records of CODASYL were donated to the Charles Babbage Institute and a

catalog may be found at their website.

Interest in CODASYL gradually faded due to growing interest in relational databases

beginning in the early 1980's. CODASYL's members were individuals from industry and

government involved in data processing activity. Its larger goal was to promote more
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effective data systems analysis, design, and implementation. The organization worked on

various languages over the years but never actually standardized one. The standardization

process was left to ANSI.

Topic : Cursors And Exceptions

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Introduction

 Exception safety

 Exception support in programming languages

 Checked exceptions

 Exception synchronity

 Condition systems

Definition/Overview:

Overview: A cursor editor (cursor maker) is software for creating and editing static or

animated mouse pointers (cursors). Cursor editors usually support both static and animated

mouse cursors, but there are exceptions. An animated cursor is a sequence of static cursors

representing individual frames of an animation. Exception handling is a programming

language construct or computer hardware mechanism designed to handle the occurrence of a

condition that changes the normal flow of execution. For signaling conditions that are part of

the normal flow of execution, see the concepts of signal and event handler.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

In general, the current state will be saved in a predefined location and the execution will

switch to a predefined handler. Depending on the situation, the handler may later resume the

execution at the original location, using the saved information to restore the original state. For
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example, an exception that will usually be resumed is a page fault, while a division by zero

usually cannot be resolved transparently.

From the processing point of view, hardware interrupts are similar to resemble exceptions,

although they are usually not related to the current program flow.

From the point of view of the author of a routine, raising an exception is a useful way to

signal that the routine could not execute normally. For example, when an input argument is

invalid (a zero denominator in division) or when a resource it relies on is unavailable (like a

missing file, or a hard disk error). In systems without exceptions, routines would need to

return some special error code. However, this is sometimes complicated by the semipredicate

problem, in which users of the routine need to write extra code to distinguish normal return

values from erroneous ones.

In runtime engine environments such as Java or .NET, there exist tools that attach to the

runtime engine and every time that an exception of interest occurs, they record debugging

information that existed in memory at the time the exception was thrown (call stack and heap

values). These tools are called Automated Exception Handling or Error Interception tools and

provide 'root-cause' information for exceptions.

Contemporary applications face many design challenges when considering exception

handling strategies. Particularly in modern enterprise level applications, exceptions must

often cross process boundaries and machine boundaries. Part of designing a solid exception

handling strategy is recognizing when a process has failed to the point where it cannot be

economically handled by the software portion of the process. At such times, it is very

important to present exception information to the appropriate stakeholders.

2. Exception safety

A piece of code is said to be exception-safe, if run-time failures within the code will not

produce ill effects, such as memory leaks, garbled stored data, or invalid output. Exception-

safe code must satisfy invariants placed on the code even if exceptions occur. There are

several levels of exception safety:
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 Failure transparency, also known as the no throw guarantee: Operations are guaranteed to

succeed and satisfy all requirements even in presence of exceptional situations. If an

exception occurs, it will not throw the exception further up. (Best level of exception safety.)

 Commit or rollback semantics, also known as strong exception safety or no-change

guarantee: Operations can fail, but failed operations are guaranteed to have no side effects so

all data retain original values.

 Basic exception safety: Partial execution of failed operations can cause side effects, but

invariants on the state are preserved. Any stored data will contain valid values even if data

has different values now from before the exception.

 Minimal exception safety also known as no-leak guarantee: Partial execution of failed

operations may store invalid data but will not cause a crash, and no resources get leaked.

 No exception safety: No guarantees are made. (Worst level of exception safety)

For instance, consider a smart vector type, such as C++'s std::vector or Java's ArrayList.

When an item x is added to a vector v, the vector must actually add x to the internal list of

objects and also update a count field that says how many objects are in v. It may also need to

allocate new memory if the existing capacity isn't large enough. This memory allocation may

fail and throw an exception. Because of this, a vector that provides failure transparency

would be very difficult or impossible to write. However, the vector may be able to offer the

strong exception guarantee fairly easily; in this case, either the insertion of x into v will

succeed, or v will remain unchanged. If the vector provides only the basic exception safety

guarantee, if the insertion fails, v may or may not contain x, but at least it will be in a

consistent state. However, if the vector makes only the minimal guarantee, it's possible that

the vector may be invalid. For instance, perhaps the size field of v was incremented but x

wasn't actually inserted, making the state inconsistent. Of course, with no guarantee, the

program may crash; perhaps the vector needed to expand but couldn't allocate the memory

and blindly ploughs ahead as if the allocation succeeded, touching memory at an invalid

address.

Usually at least basic exception safety is required. Failure transparency is difficult to

implement, and is usually not possible in libraries where complete knowledge of the

application is not available.
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2.1 Verification of Exception Handling

The point of exception handling routines is to ensure that the code can handle error

conditions. In order to establish that exception handling routines are sufficiently

robust, it is necessary to present the code with a wide spectrum of invalid or

unexpected inputs, such as can be created via software fault injection and mutation

testing (which is also sometimes referred to as fuzz testing). One of the most difficult

types of software for which to write exception handling routines is protocol software,

since a robust protocol implementation must be prepared to receive input that does not

comply with the relevant specification(s).

In order to ensure that meaningful regression analysis can be conducted throughout a

software development lifecycle process, any exception handling verification should be

highly automated, and the test cases must be generated in a scientific, repeatable

fashion. Several commercially available systems exist that perform such testing,

including the Service Assurance Platform from Mu Dynamic which can verify

exception handling for many common protocol implementation.

3. Exception support in programming languages

Many computer languages, such as most .NET languages, Actionscript, Ada, C++, D,

ECMAScript, Eiffel, Java, ML, Object Pascal (e.g. Delphi, Free Pascal, and the like),

Objective-C, Ocaml, PHP (as of version 5), PL/1, Prolog, Python, REALbasic, Ruby, Visual

Prolog, have built-in support for exceptions and exception handling. In those languages, the

advent of an exception (more precisely, an exception handled by the language) unwinds the

stack of function calls until an exception handler is found. That is, if function f contains a

handler H for exception E, calls function g, which in turn calls function h, and an exception E

occurs in h, then functions h and g will be terminated, and H in f will handle E. Excluding

minor syntactic differences, there are only a couple of exception handling styles in use. In the

most popular style, an exception is initiated by a special statement (throw, or raise) with an

exception object (e.g. with Java or Object Pascal) or a value of a special extendable

enumerated type (e.g. with Ada). The scope for exception handlers starts with a marker

clause (try, or the language's block starter such as begin) and ends in the start of the first

handler clause (catch, except, rescue). Several handler clauses can follow, and each can

specify which exception types it handles and what name it uses for the exception object. A
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few languages also permit a clause (else) that is used in case no exception occurred before the

end of the handler's scope was reached. More common is a related clause (finally, or ensure)

that is executed whether an exception occurred or not, typically to release resources acquired

within the body of the exception-handling block. Notably, C++ does not need and does not

provide this construct, and the Resource-Acquisition-Is-Initialization technique is used to free

such resources instead.

4. Checked exceptions

The designers of Java devised checked exceptions, which are a special set of exceptions. The

checked exceptions that a method may raise are part of the method's signature. For instance,

if a method might throw an IOException, it must declare this fact explicitly in its method

signature. Failure to do so raises a compile-time error. This is related to exception checkers

that exist at least for OCaml. The external tool for OCaml is both transparent (i.e. it does not

require any syntactic annotations) and facultative (i.e. it is possible to compile and run a

program without having checked the exceptions, although this is not suggested for production

code).

The CLU programming language had a feature with the interface closer to what Java has

introduced later. A function could raise only exceptions listed in its type, but any leaking

exceptions from called functions would automatically be turned into the sole runtime

exception, failure, instead of resulting in compile-time error. Later, Modula-3 had a similar

feature. These features don't include the compile time checking which is central in the

concept of checked exceptions, and hasn't (as of 2006) been incorporated into major

programming languages other than Java.

Checked exceptions can, at compile time, greatly reduce (but not entirely eliminate) the

incidence of unhandled exceptions surfacing at runtime in a given application; the unchecked

exceptions (RuntimeExceptions and Errors) can still go unhandled.

However, some see checked exceptions as a nuisance, syntactic salt that either requires large

throws declarations, often revealing implementation details and reducing encapsulation, or

encourages the (ab)use of poorly-considered try/catch blocks that can potentially hide

legitimate exceptions from their appropriate handlers. The problem is more evident

considering what happens to code over time. An interface may be declared to throw
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exceptions X & Y. In a later version of the code, if one wants to throw exception Z, it would

make the new code incompatible with the earlier uses. Furthermore, with the adapter pattern,

where one body of code declares an interface that is then implemented by a different body of

code so that code can be plugged in and called by the first, the adapter code may have a rich

set of exceptions to describe problems, but is forced to use the exception types declared in the

interface.

Others do not consider this a nuisance as it is possible to reduce the number of declared

exceptions by either declaring a superclass of all potentially thrown exceptions or by defining

and declaring exception types that are suitable for the level of abstraction of the called

method, and mapping lower level exceptions to these types, preferably wrapped using the

exception chaining in order to preserve the root cause. In addition, it's very possible that in

the example above of the changing interface that the calling code would need to be modified

as well, since in some sense the exceptions a method may throw are part of the method's

implicit interface anyway.

A simple throws Exception declaration or catch (Exception e) is always sufficient to satisfy

the checking. While this technique is sometimes useful, it effectively circumvents the

checked exception mechanism, so it should only be used after careful consideration.

Additionally, throws Exception forces all calling code to do the same.

One prevalent view is that unchecked exception types should not be handled, except maybe at

the outermost levels of scope, as they often represent scenarios that do not allow for recovery:

RuntimeExceptions frequently reflect programming defects, and Errors generally represent

unrecoverable JVM failures. The view is that, even in a language that supports checked

exceptions, there are cases where the use of checked exceptions is not appropriate.

5. Exception synchronity

Somewhat related with the concept of checked exceptions is exception synchronity.

Synchronous exceptions happen at a specific program statement whereas asynchronous

exceptions can raise practically anywhere. It follows that asynchronous exception handling

can't be required by the compiler. They are also difficult to program with. Examples of

naturally asynchronous events include pressing Ctrl-C to interrupt a program, and receiving a

signal such as "stop" or "suspend" from another thread of execution.
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Programming languages typically deal with this by limiting asynchronity, for example Java

has lost thread stopping and resuming. Instead, there can be semi-asynchronous exceptions

that only raise in suitable locations of the program or synchronously.

6. Condition systems

Common Lisp, Dylan and Smalltalk have a Condition system which encompasses the

aforementioned exception handling systems. In those languages or environments the advent

of a condition (a "generalization of an error" according to Kent Pitman) implies a function

call, and only late in the exception handler the decision to unwind the stack may be taken.

Conditions are a generalization of exceptions. When a condition arises, an appropriate

condition handler is searched for and selected, in stack order, to handle the condition.

Conditions which do not represent errors may safely go unhandled entirely; their only

purpose may be to propagate hints or warnings toward the user.

This is related to the so-called resumption model of exception handling, in which some

exceptions are said to be continuable: it is permitted to return to the expression that signaled

an exception, after having taken corrective action in the handler. The condition system is

generalized thus: within the handler of a non-serious condition (a.k.a. continuable exception),

it is possible to jump to predefined restart points (a.k.a. restarts) that lie between the signaling

expression and the condition handler. Restarts are functions closed over some lexical

environment, allowing the programmer to repair this environment before exiting the

condition handler completely or unwinding the stack even partially.

Condition handling moreover provides a separation of mechanism from policy. Restarts

provide various possible mechanisms for recovering from error, but do not select which

mechanism is appropriate in a given situation. That is the province of the condition handler,

which (since it is located in higher-level code) has access to a broader view.

An example: Suppose there is a library function whose purpose is to parse a single syslog file

entry. What should this function do if the entry is malformed? There is no one right answer,

because the same library could be deployed in programs for many different purposes. In an

interactive log-file browser, the right thing to do might be to return the entry unparsed, so the

user can see it -- but in an automated log-summarizing program, the right thing to do might
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be to supply null values for the unreadable fields, but abort with an error if too many entries

have been malformed.

That is to say, the question can only be answered in terms of the broader goals of the

program, which are not known to the general-purpose library function. Nonetheless, exiting

with an error message is only rarely the right answer. So instead of simply exiting with an

error, the function may establish restarts offering various ways to continue -- for instance, to

skip the log entry, to supply default or null values for the unreadable fields, to ask the user for

the missing values, or to unwind the stack and abort processing with an error message. The

restarts offered constitute the mechanisms available for recovering from error; the selection

of restart by the condition handler supplies the policy.

Topic : Pl/Sql Composite Data Types: Records, Tables, And Varrays

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Introduction

 Functionality

 Procedures

 Array handling

 Similar languages

Definition/Overview:

Overview: PL/SQL (Procedural Language/Structured Query Language) is Oracle

Corporation's proprietary procedural extension to the SQL database language, used in the

Oracle database. Some other SQL database management systems offer similar extensions to

the SQL language. PL/SQL's syntax strongly resembles that of Ada, and just like Ada

compilers of the 1980s the PL/SQL runtime system uses Diana as intermediate

representation..
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Key Points:

1. Introduction

The key strength of PL/SQL is its tight integration with the Oracle database. PL/SQL is one

of three languages embedded in the Oracle Database, the other two being SQL and Java.

PL/SQL made its first appearance in Oracle Forms v3. A few years later, it was included in

the Oracle Database server v7 (as database procedures, functions, packages, triggers and

anonymous blocks) followed by Oracle Reports v2.

2. Functionality

PL/SQL supports variables, conditions, arrays, and exceptions. Implementations from version

8 of Oracle Database onwards have included features associated with object-orientation.

The underlying SQL functions as a declarative language. Standard SQLunlike some

functional programming languagesdoes not require implementations to convert tail calls to

jumps. The open standard SQL does not readily provide "first row" and "rest of table"

accessors, and it cannot easily perform some constructs such as loops. PL/SQL, however, as a

Turing-complete procedural language that fills in these gaps, allows Oracle database

developers to interface with the underlying relational database in an imperative manner. SQL

statements can make explicit in-line calls to PL/SQL functions, or can cause PL/SQL triggers

to fire upon pre-defined Data Manipulation Language (DML) events.

PL/SQL stored procedures (functions, procedures, packages, and triggers) performing DML

will get compiled into an Oracle database: to this extent, their SQL code can undergo syntax-

checking. Programmers working in an Oracle database environment can construct PL/SQL

blocks of functionality to serve as procedures, functions; or they can write in-line segments of

PL/SQL within SQL*Plus scripts.

While programmers can readily incorporate SQL DML statements into PL/SQL (as cursor

definitions, for example, or using the SELECT ... INTO syntax), Data Definition Language

(DDL) statements such as CREATE TABLE/DROP INDEX etc. require the use of "Dynamic

SQL". Earlier versions of Oracle Database required the use of a complex built-in

DBMS_SQL package for Dynamic SQL where the system needed to explicitly parse and
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execute an SQL statement. Later versions have included an EXECUTE IMMEDIATE syntax

called "Native Dynamic SQL" which considerably simplifies matters. Any use of DDL in an

Oracle database will result in an implicit COMMIT. Programmers can also use Dynamic SQL

to execute DML where they do not know the exact content of the statement in advance.

PL/SQL offers several pre-defined packages for specific purposes. Such PL/SQL packages

include:

 DBMS_OUTPUT - for output operations to non-database destinations

 DBMS_JOB - for running specific procedures/functions at a particular time (i.e. scheduling)

 DBMS_XPLAN - for formatting Explain Plan output

 DBMS_SESSION - provides access to SQL ALTER SESSION and SET ROLE statements,

and other session information.

 DBMS_METADATA - for extracting meta data from the data dictionary (such as DDL

statements)

 UTL_FILE - for reading and writing files on disk

 UTL_HTTP - for making requests to web servers from the database

 UTL_SMTP - for sending mail from the database (via an SMTP server)

Oracle Corporation customarily adds more packages and/or extends package functionality

with each successive release of Oracle Database.

3. Procedures

Procedures are the same as Functions, in that they are also used to perform some task with the

difference being that procedures cannot be used in a SQL statement and although they can

have multiple out parameters they do not return a value. Anonymous PL/SQL blocks can be

embedded in an Oracle Precompiler or OCI program. At run time, the program, lacking a

local PL/SQL engine, sends these blocks to the Oracle server, where they are compiled and

executed. Likewise, interactive tools such as SQL*Plus and Enterprise Manager, lacking a

local PL/SQL engine, must send anonymous blocks to Oracle.

Packages are the combination of Functions, Procedures, Variable, and Constants &

Cursors...etc. Which is used to group the related things make for reusable purpose? Packages

usually have two parts, a specification and a body, although sometimes the body is
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unnecessary. The specification (spec for short) is the interface to your applications; it declares

the types, variables, constants, exceptions, cursors, and subprograms available for use. The

body fully defines cursors and subprograms, and so implements the spec.

To define a numeric variable, the programmer appends the variable type NUMBER to the

name definition. To specify the (optional) precision(P) and the (optional) scale (S), one can

further append these in round brackets, separated by a comma. ("Precision" in this context

refers to the number of digits which the variable can hold, "scale" refers to the number of

digits which can follow the decimal point.)

4. Array handling

PL/SQL refers to arrays as "collections". The language offers three types of collections:

 Index-by tables (associative arrays)

 Nested tables

 Varrays (variable-size arrays)

Programmers must specify an upper limit for varrays, but need not for index-by tables or for

nested tables. The language includes several collection methods used to manipulate collection

elements: for example FIRST, LAST, NEXT, PRIOR, EXTEND, TRIM, DELETE, etc.

Index-by tables can be used to simulate associative arrays, as in this example of a memo

function for Ackermann's function in PL/SQL.

5. Similar languages

PL/SQL functions analogously to the embedded procedural languages associated with other

relational databases. Sybase ASE and Microsoft SQL Server have Transact-SQL,

PostgreSQL has PL/pgSQL (which tries to emulate PL/SQL to an extent), and IBM DB2

includes SQL Procedural Language, which conforms to the ISO SQLs SQL/PSM standard.

The designers of PL/SQL modelled its syntax on that of Ada. Both Ada and PL/SQL have

Pascal as a common ancestor, and so PL/SQL also resembles Pascal in numerous aspects.

The structure of a PL/SQL package closely resembles the basic Pascal's program structure, or

a Borland Delphi unit. Programmers can define global data-types, constants and static

variables, public and private, in a PL/SQL package.
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PL/SQL also allows for the definition of classes and instantiating these as objects in PL/SQL

code. This resembles usages in object-oriented programming languages like Object Pascal,

C++ and Java. PL/SQL refers to a class as an "Advanced Data Type" (ADT) or "User

Defined Type"(UDT), and defines it as an Oracle SQL data-type as opposed to a PL/SQL

user-defined type, allowing its use in both the Oracle SQL Engine and the Oracle PL/SQL

engine. The constructor and methods of an Advanced Data Type are written in PL/SQL. The

resulting Advanced Data Type can operate as an object class in PL/SQL. Such objects can

also persist as column values in Oracle database tables.

PL/SQL does not resemble Transact-SQL, despite superficial similarities. Porting code from

one to the other usually involves non-trivial work, not only due to the differences in the

feature sets of the two languages, but also due to the very significant differences in the way

Oracle and SQL Server deal with concurrency and locking.

The Fyracle project aims to enable the execution of PL/SQL code in the open-source Firebird

database.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Pl/Sql Named Blocks: Procedure, Function, Package, And Trigger

Connecting To Oracle Database: Jdbc, Sqlj

Connecting To Oracle Database: Jdbc, Sqlj

Topic : Pl/Sql Named Blocks: Procedure, Function, Package, And Trigger

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Introduction

 Static versus dynamic scoping

 Dynamic scoping
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 Name resolution

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In computer programming, scope is an enclosing context where values and

expressions are associated. Various programming languages have various types of scopes.

The type of scope determines what kind of entities it can contain and how it affects them -- or

semantics. Typically, scope is used to define the visibility and reach of information hiding.

representation..

Key Points:

1. Introduction

Static scoping (also known as lexical scoping) was first introduced in Lisp 1.5 (via the

FUNARG device developed by Steve Russell, working under John McCarthy) and added

later into Algol 60 (also by Steve Russell), and has been picked up in other languages since

then. Descendants of dynamically scoped languages often adopt static scoping. Emacs Lisp,

for example, uses dynamic scoping, Common Lisp has both dynamic and static scoping, and

Scheme uses static scoping exclusively. The original Lisp used dynamic scoping. In other

cases, languages which already had dynamic scoping have added static scoping afterwards,

such as Perl. C and Pascal have always had static scoping, since they are both influenced by

the ideas that went into Algol.

.

2. Static versus dynamic scoping

One of the basic reasons for scoping is to keep variables in different parts of the program

distinct from one another. Since there are only a small number of short variable names, and

programmers share habits about the naming of variables (e.g., i for an array index), in any

program of moderate size the same variable name will be used in multiple different scopes.

The question of how to match various variable occurrences to the appropriate binding sites is

generally answered in one of two ways: static scoping and dynamic scoping.
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With static scope, a variable always refers to its top-level environment. This is a property of

the program text and unrelated to the runtime call stack. Because matching a variable to its

binding only requires analysis of the program text, this type of scoping is sometimes also

called lexical scoping. Static scope is standard in modern functional languages such as ML

and Haskell because it allows the programmer to reason as if variable bindings are carried out

by substitution. Static scoping also makes it much easier to make modular code and reason

about it, since its binding structure can be understood in isolation. In contrast, dynamic scope

forces the programmer to anticipate all possible dynamic contexts in which the module's code

may be invoked.

The variable K is accessible as a Real at points (1) and (2) and as a character at (3). Also,

because of the scope of K, the variable called K in C (at point (1)) and B (at point (2)) is not

the same variable K in the main program at point (3). Variable L is accessible only in

procedure C at point (1) and procedure B at point (2), and is not accessible from the main

program. Variable M is only accessible in procedure C at point (1), and is not accessible

either from Procedure B or the main program. Also, procedure C can only be called from

Procedure B; it cannot be called from the main program. Also, there could be yet another

procedure C declared later in the program, and a reference to that procedure would be

dependent upon where in the program code as to which procedure is being called, same as to

which variable is being referenced.

Correct implementation of static scope in languages with first-class nested functions can be

subtle, as it requires each function value to carry with it a record of the values of the variables

that it depends on (the pair of the function and this environment is called a closure). When

first-class nested functions are not used or not available (such as in C), this overhead is of

course not incurred. Variable lookup is always very efficient with static scope, as the location

of each value is known at compile time.

3. Dynamic scoping

With dynamic scope, each identifier has a global stack of bindings. Introducing a local

variable with name x pushes a binding onto the global x stack (which may have been empty),

which is popped off when the control flow leaves the scope. Evaluating x in any context

always yields the top binding. In other words, a global identifier refers to the identifier

associated with the most recent environment. Note that this cannot be done at compile time
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because the binding stack only exists at runtime, which is why this type of scoping is called

dynamic scoping.

Generally, certain blocks are defined to create bindings whose lifetime is the execution time

of the block; this adds some features of static scoping to the dynamic scoping process.

However, since a section of code can be called from many different locations and situations,

it can be difficult to determine at the outset what bindings will apply when a variable is used

(or if one exists at all). This can be beneficial; application of the principle of least knowledge

suggests that code avoid depending on the reasons for (or circumstances of) a variable's

value, but simply use the value according to the variable's definition. This narrow

interpretation of shared data can provide a very flexible system for adapting the behavior of a

function to the current state (or policy) of the system. However, this benefit relies on careful

documentation of all variables used this way as well as on careful avoidance of assumptions

about a variable's behavior, and does not provide any mechanism to detect interference

between different parts of a program. As such, dynamic scoping can be dangerous and almost

no modern languages use it. Some languages, like Perl and Common Lisp, allow the

programmer to choose static or dynamic scoping when (re)defining a variable. Logo and

Emacs lisp are some of the few languages that use dynamic scoping.

Dynamic scoping is fairly easy to implement. To find an identifier's value, the program can

traverse the runtime stack, checking each activation record (each function's stack frame) for a

value for the identifier. This is known as deep binding. An alternate strategy that is usually

more efficient is to maintain a stack of bindings for each identifier; the stack is modified

whenever the variable is bound or unbound, and a variable's value is simply that of the top

binding on the stack. This is called shallow binding. Note that both of these strategies assume

a last-in-first-out (LIFO) ordering to bindings for any one variable; in practice all bindings

are so ordered.

4. Name resolution

Expressions in computer languages can contain identifiers. The semantics of such expressions

depend on the entities that the identifiers refer to. The algorithm that determines what an

identifier in a given context refers to is part of the language definition.
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The complexity of these algorithms is influenced by the sophistication of the language. For

example, name resolution in assembly language usually involves only a single simple table

lookup, while name resolution in C++ is extremely complicated as it involves:

 namespaces, which make it possible for an identifier to have different meanings depending on

its associated namespace;

 scopes, which make it possible for an identifier to have different meanings at different scope

levels, and which involves various scope overriding and hiding rules. At the most basic level

name resolution usually attempts to find the binding in the smallest enclosing scope, so that

for example local variables supersede global variables; this is called shadowing.

 visibility rules, which determine whether identifiers from specific namespaces or scopes are

visible from the current context;

 overloading, which makes it possible for an identifier to have different meanings depending

on how it is used, even in a single namespace or scope;

 accessibility, which determines whether identifiers from an otherwise visible scope are

actually accessible and participate in the name resolution process.

Topic : Connecting To Oracle Database: Jdbc, Sqlj

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 JDBC & SQLJ

 Open Database Connectivity

 Stored procedure

Definition/Overview:

Overview: Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) is an API for the Java programming language

that defines how a client may access a database. It provides methods for querying and

updating data in a database. JDBC is oriented towards relational databases. SQLJ is an ISO
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standard (ISO/IEC 9075-10) for embedding SQL statements in Java programs. Unlike JDBC,

SQLJ is not an API but a language extension. Thus, SQLJ programs must be run through a

preprocessor (the SQLJ translator) before they can be compiled.

Key Points:

1. JDBC & SQLJ

The Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition, version 1.4 (J2SE) includes the JDBC 3.0 API

together with a reference implementation JDBC-to-ODBC bridge, enabling connections to

any ODBC-accessible data source in the JVM host environment. This bridge is native code

(not Java), closed source, and only appropriate for experimental use and for situations in

which no other driver is available, not least because it provides only a limited subset of the

JDBC 3.0 API, as it was originally built and shipped with JDBC 1.0 for use with old ODBC

v2.0 drivers (ODBC v3.0 was released in 1996).

JDBC has been part of the Java Standard Edition since the release of JDK 1.1. The JDBC

classes are contained in the Java package java.sql. Starting with version 3.0, JDBC has been

developed under the Java Community Process. JSR 54 specifies JDBC 3.0 (included in J2SE

1.4), JSR 114 specifies the JDBC Rowset additions, and JSR 221 is the specification of

JDBC 4.0 (included in Java SE 6).

JDBC allows multiple implementations to exist and be used by the same application. The API

provides a mechanism for dynamically loading the correct Java packages and registering

them with the JDBC Driver Manager. The Driver Manager is used as a connection factory for

creating JDBC connections.

JDBC connections support creating and executing statements. These may be update

statements such as SQL's CREATE, INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE, or they may be query

statements such as SELECT. Additionally, stored procedures may be invoked through a

JDBC connection. JDBC represents statements using one of the following classes:

 Statement the statement is sent to the database server each and every time.

 Prepared Statement the statement is cached and then the execution path is pre determined on

the database server allowing it to be executed multiple times in an efficient manner.

 Callable Statement used for executing stored procedures on the database.
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Update statements such as INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE return an update count that

indicates how many rows were affected in the database. These statements do not return any

other information.

Query statements return a JDBC row result set. The row result set is used to walk over the

result set. Individual columns in a row are retrieved either by name or by column number.

There may be any number of rows in the result set. The row result set has metadata that

describes the names of the columns and their types. There is an extension to the basic JDBC

API in the javax.sql. Some advantages of SQLJ over JDBC:

 SQLJ tend to be shorter than equivalent JDBC programs.

 SQL syntax can be checked at compile time.

There are some disadvantages:

 SQLJ requires a preprocessing step.

 Many IDEs do not have SQLJ support.

 There is no SQLJ support for most of the common persistence frameworks, such as

Hibernate.

2. Open Database Connectivity

In computing, Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) provides a standard software API

method for using database management systems (DBMS). The designers of ODBC aimed to

make it independent of programming languages, database systems, and operating systems.

The ODBC Specification offers a procedural API for using SQL queries to access data. An

implementation of ODBC will contain one or more applications, a core ODBC "Driver

Manager" library, and one or more "database drivers". The Driver Manager, independent of

the applications and DBMS, acts as an "interpreter" between the applications and the

database drivers, whereas the database drivers contain the DBMS-specific details. Thus a

programmer can write applications that use standard types and features without concern for

the specifics of each DBMS that the applications may encounter. Likewise, database driver

implementors only need to know how to attach to the core library. This makes ODBC

modular.
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To write ODBC code that exploits DBMS-specific features requires more advanced

programming: an application must use introspection, calling ODBC metadata functions that

return information about supported features, available types, syntax, limits, isolation levels,

driver capabilities and more. Even when programmers use adaptive techniques, however,

ODBC may not provide some advanced DBMS features. The ODBC 3.x API operates well

with traditional SQL applications such as OLTP, but it has not evolved to support richer types

introduced by SQL:1999 and SQL:2003.

ODBC provides the standard of ubiquitous data access because hundreds of ODBC drivers

exist for a large variety of data sources. ODBC operates with a variety of operating systems

and drivers exist for non-relational data such as spreadsheets, text and XML files. Because

ODBC dates back to 1992, it offers connectivity to a wider variety of data sources than other

data-access APIs. More drivers exist for ODBC than drivers or providers exist for newer

APIs such as OLE DB, JDBC, and ADO.NET.

Despite the benefits of ubiquitous connectivity and platform-independence, systems designers

may perceive ODBC as having certain drawbacks. Administering a large number of client

machines can involve a diversity of drivers and DLLs. This complexity can increase system-

administration overhead. Large organizations with thousands of PCs have often turned to

ODBC server technology (also known as "Multi-Tier ODBC Drivers") to simplify the

administration problems.

Differences between drivers and driver maturity can also raise important issues. Newer

ODBC drivers do not always have the stability of drivers already deployed for years. Years of

testing and deployment mean a driver may contain fewer bugs.

Developers needing features or types not accessible with ODBC can use other SQL APIs.

When not aiming for platform-independence, developers can use proprietary APIs, whether

DBMS-specific (such as TransactSQL) or language-specific (for example: JDBC for Java

applications).
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3. Stored procedure

A stored procedure is a subroutine available to applications accessing a relational database

system. Stored procedures (sometimes called a proc, sproc, StoPro, or SP) are actually stored

in the database data dictionary.

Typical uses for stored procedures include data validation (integrated into the database) or

access control mechanisms. Furthermore, stored procedures are used to consolidate and

centralize logic that was originally implemented in applications. Large or complex processing

that might require the execution of several SQL statements is moved into stored procedures

and all applications call the procedures only.

The exact and correct implementation of stored procedure varies from one database system to

another. Most major database vendors support them in some form. Depending on the

database system, stored procedures can be implemented in a variety of programming

languages, for example SQL, Java, C, or C++. Stored procedures written in non-SQL

programming languages may or may not execute SQL statements themselves.

The increasing adoption of stored procedures led to the introduction of procedural elements

to the SQL language in the SQL:1999 and SQL:2003 standards in the part SQL/PSM. That

made SQL an imperative programming language. Most database systems offer proprietary

and vendor-specific extensions, exceeding SQL/PSM. For example, Microsoft SQL Server

allows for stored procedures to be written using Transact-SQL; Oracle calls its dialect

PL/SQL, DB2 uses SQL/PL, PostgreSQL provides PL/pgSQL and also allows users to define

their own function languages such as pl/perl or pl/php, and MySQL supports their own stored

procedures that try to adhere closely to the SQL:2003 standard

In some systems, stored procedures can be used to control transaction management; in others,

stored procedures run inside a transaction such that transactions are effectively transparent to

them. Stored procedures can also be invoked from a database trigger or a condition handler.

For example, a stored procedure may be triggered by an insert on a specific table, or update

of a specific field in a table, and the code inside the stored procedure would be executed.

Writing stored procedures as condition handlers also allow DBAs to track errors in the

system with greater detail by using stored procedures to catch the errors and record some

audit information in the database or an external resource like a file.
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Topic : Connecting To Oracle Database: Jdbc, Sqlj

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Oracle9i Architecture

 Database schema

 Internationalization

 Standalone tools

 Oracle9i Administration

Definition/Overview:

Overview: The Oracle9i Database (commonly referred to as Oracle9i RDBMS or simply

Oracle9i) consists of a relational database management system (RDBMS) produced and

marketed by Oracle9i Corporation. As of 2008[update], Oracle9i had become a major

presence in database computing. Larry Ellison and his friends and former co-workers Bob

Miner and Ed Oates started the consultancy Software Development Laboratories (SDL) in

1977. SDL developed the original version of the Oracle9i software. The name Oracle9i

comes from the code-name of a CIA-funded project Ellison had worked on while previously

employed by Ampex.

Key Points:

1. Oracle9i Architecture

An Oracle9i database system identified by an alphanumeric system identifier or SID

comprises at least one instance of the application, along with data storage. An instance

identified persistently by an instantiation number (or activation id:

SYS.V_$DATABASE.ACTIVATION#) comprises a set of operating-system processes and

memory-structures that interact with the storage. Typical processes include PMON (the

process monitor) and SMON (the system monitor).
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Users of Oracle9i databases refer to the server-side memory-structure as the SGA (System

Global Area). The SGA typically holds cache information such as data-buffers, SQL

commands, and user information. In addition to storage, the database consists of online redo

logs (which hold transactional history). Processes can in turn archive the online redo logs into

archive logs (offline redo logs), which provide the basis (if necessary) for data recovery and

for some forms of data replication.

The Oracle9i RDBMS stores data logically in the form of tablespaces and physically in the

form of data files. Tablespaces can contain various types of memory segments, such as Data

Segments, Index Segments, etc. Segments in turn comprise one or more extents. Extents

comprise groups of contiguous data blocks. Data blocks form the basic units of data storage.

At the physical level, datafiles comprise one or more data blocks, where the block size can

vary between data-files.

Oracle9i database management tracks its computer data storage with the help of information

stored in the SYSTEM tablespace. The SYSTEM tablespace contains the data dictionary and

often (by default) indexes and clusters. A data dictionary consists of a special collection of

tables that contains information about all user-objects in the database. Since version 8i, the

Oracle9i RDBMS also supports "locally managed" tablespaces which can store space

management information in bitmaps in their own headers rather than in the SYSTEM

tablespace (as happens with the default "dictionary-managed" tablespaces).

If the Oracle9i database administrator has instituted Oracle9i RAC (Real Application

Clusters), then multiple instances, usually on different servers, attach to a central storage

array. This scenario offers numerous advantages, most importantly performance, scalability

and redundancy. However, support becomes more complex, and many sites do not use RAC.

In version 10g, grid computing has introduced shared resources where an instance can use

(for example) CPU resources from another node (computer) in the grid.

The Oracle9i DBMS can store and execute stored procedures and functions within itself.

PL/SQL (Oracle9i Corporation's proprietary procedural extension to SQL), or the object-

oriented language Java can invoke such code objects and/or provide the programming

structures for writing them.
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2. Database schema

Oracle9i database conventions refer to defined groups of ownership (generally associated

with a "username") as schemas.

Most Oracle9i database installations traditionally come with a default schema called SCOTT.

After the installation process has set up the sample tables, the user can log into the database

with the username Scott and the password tiger. The name of the SCOTT schema originated

with Bruce Scott, one of the first employees at Oracle9i (then Software Development

Laboratories), who had a cat named Tiger.

The SCOTT schema has seen less use as it uses few of the features of the more recent

releases of Oracle9i. Most recent examples reference the default HR or OE schemas. Other

default schemas include:

 SYS (essential core database structures and utilities)

 SYSTEM (additional core database structures and utilities, and privileged account)

 OUTLN (utilized to store metadata for stored outlines for stable query-optimizer execution

plans .

 BI, IX, HR, OE, PM, and SH (expanded sample schemas containing more data and structures

than the older SCOTT schema).

3. Internationalization

Oracle9i Database software comes in 63 language-versions (including regional variations

such as American and British). Variations between versions cover the names of days and

months, abbreviations, time-symbols such as A.M. and A.D., and sorting. Oracle9i

Corporation has translated Oracle9i Database error-messages into Arabic, Catalan, Chinese,

Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian,

Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Slovak, Spanish,

Swedish, Thai and Turkish.

Oracle9i Corporation provides database developers with tools and mechanisms for producing

internationalized database applications: referred to internally as "Globalization".
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4. Standalone tools

Various tools address specific environments or specific market requirements. Development of

applications commonly takes place in Java (using Oracle9i JDeveloper) or through PL/SQL

(using, for example, Oracle9i Forms and Oracle9i Reports). Oracle9i Corporation has started

a drive toward 'wizard'-driven environments with a view to enabling non-programmers to

produce simple data-driven applications.

Oracle9i SQL Developer, a free graphical tool for database development, allows developers

to browse database objects, run SQL statements and SQL scripts, and edit and debug PL/SQL

statements. It incorporates standard and customized reporting.

A list of some of the binaries and scripts supplied by Oracle9i Corporation to operate

with/alongside Oracle9i databases and associated software appears on the Oracle9i

executables web-page..

5. Oracle9i Administration

In the market for relational databases, Oracle9i Database competes against commercial

products such as IBM's DB2 UDB and Microsoft SQL Server. Oracle9i and IBM tend to

battle for the mid-range database market on UNIX and Linux platforms, while Microsoft

dominates the mid-range database market on Microsoft Windows platforms. However, since

they share many of the same customers, Oracle9i and IBM tend to support each other's

products in many middleware and application categories (for example: WebSphere,

PeopleSoft, and Siebel Systems CRM), and IBM's hardware divisions work closely with

Oracle9i on performance-optimizing server-technologies (for example, Linux on zSeries).

The two companies have a relationship perhaps best described as "coopetition". Niche

commercial competitors include Teradata (in data warehousing and business intelligence),

Software AG's ADABAS, Sybase, and IBM's Informix, among many others.

Increasingly, the Oracle9i database products compete against open-source relational database

systems, particularly PostgreSQL, Firebird, and MySQL. Oracle9i acquired Innobase,

supplier of the InnoDB codebase to MySQL, in part to compete better in the open source

market. Database products developed on the basis of the open-source model generally cost
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significantly less to acquire than Oracle9i systems. In 2007, competition with SAP AG

occasioned litigation from Oracle9i Corporation.

Oracle9i Corporation offers term licensing for all Oracle9i products. It bases the list price for

a term-license on a specific percentage of the perpetual license price. As of March

2006[update], the "Enterprise Edition" of the Oracle9i database costs the most per machine-

processor among Oracle9i database engines. Standard Edition comes cheaper: it can run on

up to 4 processors but has fewer features than Enterprise Edition it lacks proper

parallelization, etc; but remains quite suitable for running medium-sized applications).

Standard ONE edition sells even more cheaply, but remains limited to 2 CPUs. Standard

Edition ONE sells on a per-seat basis with a 5-user minimum. Oracle9i Corporation usually

sells the licenses with an extra 22% cost for support and upgrades (access to MetaLink -

Oracle9i Corporation's support site) which customers need to renew annually. Oracle9i

Express Edition (Oracle9i XE), an addition to the Oracle9i database product family (beta

version released in 2005, production version released in February 2006), offers a free version

of the Oracle9i RDBMS, but one limited to 4 GB of user data and to 1 GB of RAM. XE will

use no more than one CPU and lacks an internal JVM. As computers running Oracle9i often

have eight or more processors, the software price can rise into the hundreds of thousands of

dollars. The total cost of ownership exceeds this, as Oracle9i databases usually require

experienced and trained database administrators to do the set-up properly. Because of the

product's large installed base and available training courses, Oracle9i specialists in some

areas have become a more abundant resource than those for more exotic databases. Oracle9i

frequently provides special training offers for database-administrators. On Linux, Oracle9i's

certified configurations include mostly commercial Linux distributions (RedHat Enterprise

Linux 3 and 4, SuSE SLES8 and 9, Asianux) which can cost in a range from a few hundred to

a few thousand USD per year (depending on processor architecture and the support package

purchased). One can avoid paying for those distros by using free alternatives such as any Red

Hat Enterprise Linux derivatives (such as CentOS or White Box Linux). Oracle9i also runs

stable on unsupported distributions.
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